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ABSTRACT 

■ . 

A study has been made of the solution variables, crystal constants, 

and system parameters which control the growth of large perfect crystals of 

refractory oxides from fused salt solvents.   A set of formulas have been 

developed for the prediction of growth conditions from these fluxes.   Cooling 

rates, thermal gradients,  stirring rates, and container dimensions have 

been considered as system parameters.   Solubilities, diffusion constants, 

viscosities, interfacial surface energies, solution and crystal densities, 

and solute radii have been considered as independent variables.   The 

formulas have been applied to the prediction of crystal growing conditions 

for the production of sapphire and ruby from a lanthanum fluoride-aluminum 

oxide flux.   The study included experimental determinations of the densities 

and viscosities of the lanthanum fluoride-aluminum oxide flux and 

experiments upon the solubility of aluminum oxide in this flux. 

Results from the program indicate that past and present difficulties 

with the fused salt technique of crystal growth have been caused primarily 

by hydrodynamic factors which may be overcome by detailed planning of 

experimental growth conditions. 

ii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the final report on Contract No. AF 19(628)-5656.   The work 

on this contract has been directed to solution studies on fused salt systems 

in order to provide information for the growth of sapphire and ruby crystals. 

The work included a library search of the available flux systems for the growth 

of sapphire, ruby, and spinel, the design and construction of equipment for 

measuring the variables on a representative system, and estimates of the 

sizes, shapes, and temperature gradients necessary for flux growth from the 

system.   The research effort reported here has been confined to flux systems 

and growth procedures suggested by the AFCRL Project Officer.   The flux systems 

were chosen from a number which had undergone preliminary evaluation in the 

AFCRL Crystal Physics Laboratories. 

While the stated scope of the effort was confined to fused salt systems 

for the growth of ruby and sapphire, the basic aim of the research effort was 

to develop general methods for defining growth conditions for any single 

crystalline material grown from a fused salt solvent.   Such general methods 

are needed to utilize the large number of new fluxes (solvents) and new crystalline 

materials recently discovered (Ref.  1). 

Crystal grower's objections to the flux method are based on its tendency 

to produce small crystals having solvent inclusions.   These crystals are often 

twinned and may be inhomogeneously doped.   The program described here 

sought  o understand the reasons for these results and to provide means for 

overcoming them. 

The specific objectives of the study were: 

1.       To understand the controlling mechanisms of growth. 

. 
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2. To understand and eliminate, if possible, the causes 

of multiple nucleation. 

3. To determine the cooling rates and temperature gradients 

needed for the efficient generation of supersaturation. 

4. To determine under what conditions free convective flow 

occurred in the growth apparatus. 

5. To determine the conditions for crystal growth without 

solvent inclusions. 

Although fused salt solvents have been used to grow single crystals 

of refractory oxides for more than a hundred years, techniques have been 

developed empirically and little application of crystal growth theory to the 

fused salt method can be found in print.   Laudise summarized the current 

theory and techniques of crystal growth from molten salt solvents in 1963 

(Ref. 2) reporting the development of theory almost exclusively in terms of 

the temperature dependence of solubility.   The theoretical problems of absolute 

rates of growth, nucleation, and inclusion formation of solution grown crystals 

were not discussed in Laudise's review.   Information concerning these 

theoretical problems had not been previously published. 

In this report, the physical models which have been previously used 

to describe and understand crystal growtn processes in aqueous and organic solvents 

are reviewed and the equations which arise from these models are stated in 

terms useful to crystal growth from fused salts.   Finally, these equations 

are applied to a specific flux system. 

The physical data about flux systems which are needed as inputs to 

the equations have been sought by recourse to the literature or by direct 

measurement.   These include the solubility and sir^rsolubility data for the 

nutrient liquid, and the properties of the fused salt which control diffusion 

and hydrodynamic flow, such as the viscosity, density, and the change of 

density with temperature.   The effort required to obtain necessary data for 
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calculations has been extensive.   In addition, solubility data have been 

supplied by the AFCRL Project Officer. 

The report is organized about the theoretical analysis.   Crystal growth 

theory is discussed in Section II, measurement techniques in Section III, 

necessary flux data in Section IV, the results of applying current theory to 

a specific flux system in Section V, and conclusions and recommendations 

in Section VI. 

The quarterly progress reports for the entire period of the contract are 

given in the Appendix to this report. 

- 
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1    Introduction 

Although many materials can only be produced in single crystal 

form by growth from fused salt solvents, crystal growers have the opinion that 

it is difficult to grow good, large crystals by this method.   This opinion is 

supported by extensive evidence.   The customary result of a fused salt crystal 

growth experiment is a large crop of small crystals, some perfect and a few 

medium size crystals with flaws.   A substantial increase in the size and perfection 

of the crystals requires far more time and effort for the fused salt technique than 

for competitive growth techniques.   Because of this, fused salt methods are often 

abandoned when single crystals can be grown by other means.   The difficult 

character of the fused salt technique is best revealed by the fact that hydrothermal 

single crystal growth can often be accomplished with greater ease and success 

than growth by fused salt methods. 

The small size and imperfections of fused salt crystals stem from unsuitable 

conditions in the crystal growth system.   The conditions needed tor good crystal 

growth in these solvents must be more limited than the conditions needed for 

crystal growth from aqueous and organic solvents but the reason for the limitations is 

hard to identify.   The unique characteristic of a fused salt solvent is that growth 

occurs from a diluted source material with driving forces reduced by the high 

temperatures.   This is shown clearly by the expression for the free energy available 

for effecting crystal growth, 

AHf 
AF  = —£-*—    AT  =   RTln   C/CQ  S   RTlns Ü) 

o 
where 

AF      is the free energy available for effecting crystal growth 

(cal/mole) 
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and 

AH.     is the enthalpy of crystallization, the heat of fusion 

(cal/mole) 

AT       is the temperature difference caused by undercooling ( K) 

T is the temperature of the solution where crystal growth 

is occurring ( K) 

T is the equilibrium temperature of the solution ( K) o 
c is the concentration of supersaturated solute (moles/unit 

volume) 

c is the saturation concentration at T   (moles/unit volume) 

is the supersaturation ratio, c/c 

As T   increases, the value of AH/T   decreases.   A change from 300 K to 

1750 K (1477 C) causes this ratio to decrease by a factor of nearly six, lowering 

the free energy available for producing crystal growth by the same amount.   The 

effect of the increased temperature is even more pronounced in terms of the 

supersaturation ratio, c/c  , whose logarithm depends on the inverse square of 

the temperature.   For the growth of aluminum oxide crystals (AH   = 26000 

cal/mole) an undercooling (AT) of 1   at 3n0 K (27 C) corresponds to a super- 

saturation ratio (c/c ) of 1.155, whereas, at 1750 K (1477 C) an undercooling 

of 1   corresponds to a supersaturation ratio of  1. 004 .   An undercooling of almost 

34 C is required at 1750 K (1477 C) to produce the supersaturation ratio which 

would be produced by a 1   undercooling at 300 K (27  C), all other factors being 

equal. 

This reduction in the driving energy available for crystal growth and the 

production of smaller supersaturation ratios by given undercoolings limits the 

available crystal growth processes in fused salt solutions.   Perhaps the most 

significant effect is the preference given to the screw dislocation mode of crystal 

growth over alternate growth modes.   This in turn fixes the absolute growth rate 

and determines the rate at which supersaturation should be generated at the 

crystal face. 

6 
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Other aspects of the fused salt method while presenting practical 

difficulties should not cause special limitations in the required crystal 

growing conditions.   To be sure, the technology is demanding because of the 

high temperatures and the corrosive nature of the fused salt solvents.   Never- 

theless, a similar technology is required for the Czochralski growth technique 

by which excellent crystals can often be grown with only a reasonable research 

and development effort.   Limitations upon required growth conditions cannot be 

attributed.in general, to the nature of the fused salt solvents.   Ionic liquids; 

which form the majority of fused salt fluxes, are typical liquids not greatly 

different from molecular liquids such as water and benzene with respect to surface 

tension, viscosity, refractive index, and often density (Ref. 3).   Molten salts 

generally differ from conventional liquids only in their freezing points and con- 

ductivities.   The main difference between the structure of molten salts and 

molecular liquids arises from the necessity of arranging oppositely charged 

particles in nearest neighbor shells in the molten salts (Ref. 3).   This does not 

apparently hinder the growth of large perfect crystals of these materials when 

Czochralski or Stockbarger techniques are applicable, i. e., when the molten 

salts do not serve as solvents for the crystallizing solid but form single crystals 

themselves. 

The differences between crystal growth from fused salt solvents and other 

methods of crystal growth generate two groups of problems for the crystal grower. 

The first contains problems of technique arising from the methods which must be 

used to generate the supersaturated state and transfer it to the face of the growing 

crystal.   The second group contains experimental and theoretical problems of 

crystal growth such as nucleation, growth rates, and crystal perfection»   These 

problems of crystal growth are approached through the concept of supersaturation 

as a driving force for the formation of crystalline material.   The two major groups 

of problems are inextricably entangled for the techniques of generating super- 

saturation often control the nucleation and growth rates. 

• i • «-**MMtfU£W«M«Alhaäfet>."'«f- *">-' ■**#**&*& 
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The establishment of a proper supersaturated state at the growing face 

of the crystal is the major problem of technique.   Supersaturation is an unstable 

condition disappearing by either the deposition of solute as bulk crystalline 

material, or by the generation and growth of crystal nuclei.   In order to grow 

crystals, means must be found to ensure a continual replenishment of super- 

saturation.   In addition, supersaturated solution must be brought through the 

solution to the crystal face.   The success with which this bulk transfer is 

effected also determines the size and quality of the crystals. 

Several methods are available for the generation of supersaturation in 

fused salt fluxes.   They depend on deliberate changes in solution conditions 

which take place in times shorter than those required to initiate precipitation. 

The techniques customarily employed with fused salts are:   (1) growth by slow 

cooling allowing multiple nucleation, (2) growth on a seed crystal using slow 

cooling, and (3) growth on a seed crystal using thermal gradients to transfer 

solute from polycrystalline nutrient to the seed.   Each uses the change of 

solubility with temperature to create the supersaturation necessary for crystal 

growth.   The alternate method of producing supersaturation by local evaporation 

of solvent is used only infrequently in fused salt growth.   Theories which relate 

cooling rates and temperature gradients to the creation or loss of supersaturation 

are available or can be devised for each of the generation techniques.   Theories 

which describe the conditions for the bulk transfer of supersaturated solution to 

the crystal are not so readily available but estimates of these conditions can be 

developed from heat flow considerations. 

Absolute growth rates, crystalline perfection, and nucleation form the 

subject matter of the crystal growth problems.   Models are required which show 

how supersaturation affects the formation of stable clusters of precipitating 

molecules and the rate of incorporation of solute into a growing crystal.   Although 

almost no specific information has been reported about the degree of supersaturation 

required for crystal growth in fused salt melts, the degree of supersaturation 
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required for creating fresn two dimensional monolayers of molecules on a 

"saturated" crystal face is said to be at most one percent (Ref. 4) and may 

be much less.   A larger degree of supersaturatlon is required for the self- 

nucleation of new crystals.   The relationships of the supersaturatlons needed 

for growth and nucleation to the other properties of the crystal and the solution, 

such as the crystal surface energy and diffusion constant of the solute, Is 

Important in understanding the limits of particular crystal growing systems. 

In the following section, an initial attack is begun on the general 

problem of using available crystal growth theories to develop better crystal 

growth procedures for fused salt solvents.   The problems which are discussed 

have been limited to: 

1. The relationships between the supersaturatlon requirements 

for crystal growth and the experimental parameters used 

to control supersaturatlon. 

2. The rates at which different modes of growth occur and 

the conditions under which growth may be heat limited. 

3. The temperature differences and the distances within the 

growth chamber which are needed to create convectlve 

flow. 

4. The maximum sizes of crystals which can be grown without 

flaws under particular experimental conditions. 

5. The conditions which give uniform dopant distributions in 

the growing crystal. 

The fused salt fluxes have been left unspecified in these discussions 

but the crystalline precipitates used for sample calculations have been restricted 

to sapphire and ruby (aluminum oxide). 

 -   * *    J 



2.2    Practical Rates for the Generation of Supersaturatlon 

The relationship between growth rates and the experimental 

conditions used to generate supersaturatlon ha^ been given by Laudise (Ref. 2) 

for the slow cooling methods of fused salt crystal growth.   A similar expression 

can be derived for the thermal gradient technique by straightforward changes in 

Laudise's equation.   These formal expressions state that the information needed 

by the crystal grower for designing an efficient system is the change of solute 

solubility with temperature, the absolute growth rate of the crystal, the area of 

the growing face, and the mass of the melt which is active in the growth process. 

For the slow cooling method of generating supersaturation, the rate of 

growth of the seed crystal is assumed equal to the gms of solute precipitated 

as the solution is cooled. This assumes that all supersaturation will be dis- 

charged at the growing face of the crystal.   The rate is: 

(1)'■»-£: &■)&)** sc c s 

where 

( ~~J        is the rate of growth of a crystal face (cm/hr ) for a 
sc 

slow cooling method of effecting supersaturation 

A is the area of the growing face (cm ) 

Tr is the cooling rate (  C/hr) 
dt 

dc  o 
dT 

is the change in solubility of the solute per degree 

( moles/cm"   C) 

and 

p is the density of the crystal 

p is the density of the salt and solute melt 

F is the molecular weight of the solute (gms/mole) 

M is the total mass of the melt (gms) 

10 
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When supersaturation is accomplished by the thermal gradient method, 

the product 

is replaced with 

M 

m 

\ dT 

Ac 

if) 

dt 

AT 

(3) 

(4) 

where Ac   is the finite change in solubility caused by traversing the temperature 
o 

drop, AT.   The expression for dr/dt becomes: 

Ac 

tg 

m 
Ap p rcrs 

AT 
AT w (5) 

where 

(*)t tg 

m 

is the rate of growth of a crystal face for the thermal 

gradient method of effecting supersaturation 

is the mass of melt swept by the crystal fac3 per hour 

and the other quantities have been defined above. 

From equations (2) and (5),   it is clear that the cooling and mass transfer 

rates required for efficient crystal growth can be calculated if the solubility 

curve and crystal growth rate are known.   These parameters establish upper 

bounds on the rate at which supersaturation should be generated in the crystal 

growing system.   If supersaturation is generated faster than the crystal face 

can grow or bulk transfer can take place, homogeneous nucleation may occur and 

multiple growth sites may become available.   By distributing the total available 

solute over a number of growth sites, the maximum crystal mass possible for any 

site will then be correspondingly reduced. 

Information about the change of solute solubility with temperature is best 

obtained by measurement.   When data are not available the slope of the solubility 

curve can be estimated from thermodynamics if the system is assumed to follow 

the laws of an ideal solution.   The required relation in terms of mole fraction of 

solute is: 

11 
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K* 

dT        X 

AH, 

RT' 
(6) 

where 

J2L 
dT 
X 

AH, 

and 

is the change in the mole fraction of solute per degree 

is the mole fraction of solute (moles solute/moles 

solvent and moles solute) 

is the enthalpy of fusion of the solute per mole (cal/mole) 

is the absolute temperature of the molten sol 'ent ( K) 

is the gas constant (cal/ K mole) 

This expression can be converted into practical units of solubility 

(moles/cm j for specific systems. 

The prediction of crystal growth rates from theory has been reviewed by 

a number of authors (Ref. 5, 6, 7, 8) and theoretical expressions for these 

rates are available.   While the theory is sometimes incomplete, it can often 

be combined with the data from actual growth experiments to predict the 

direction in which system parameters should be changed to improve results. 

The applicable theoretical expressions for growth rate are reviewed in the next 

section. 

12 
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2.3    The Prediction of Growth Rates 

The processes which determine the growth rates of crystals have 

been reviewed by both Hillu, and Nielsen (Ref. 5, 6).   These comprise diffusional 

transport, surface reactions by which the solute is incorporated into the crystal 

(screw dislocation growth, mononuclear growth and polynuclear growth) and the 

removal of the heat of precipitation from the growing surface.   In order to 

estimate the growth rate for any specific flux and temperature combination, it 

is necessary to determine which of these processes is controlling. 

The growth rate determined by any of the processes can be calculated 

from the physical properties of the crystal and solution if these are known. 

Complete data are usually lacking for the crystal growth systems of interest, 

but it is often possible to make valid estimates or approximations for much of 

the missing information.   Usually the most important piece of missing data and 

the one most difficult to estimate is the value of the interfacial surface energy 

between crystal and flux.   The surface energy of the solid which is desired, is 

the surface energy which it possesses in the melt, <r    .   This is related to the 

surface energy of the solid in vacuum or an inert atmosphere by the relation, 

where 

si 

sv 

lv 

and 

a  . =   or       - o\     COS 0 sl        sv       lv 

is the surface energy of the solid in the liquid 

is the surface energy of the solid with respect to an 

inert atmosphere or vacuum 

is the surface energy of the liquid (flux) with respect 

to an inert atmosphere or vacuum 

is the angle between the solid surface and the tangent 

to the liquid surface at the contact point 

(7) 

. . 
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When complete wetting occurs, 6 = 0, and equation (S) becomes 

o- ,  = a      - <r. fa) 
si        sv        lv 

For most fused salt gvowth systems, only the value of <r     is available for 

use in calculations. 

The uncertainties which come into the calculation of growth rates 

because measured data are not available for all the necessary crystal and 

solution properties can usually be reduced by computing the ratios of growth 

rates.   If the ratio of the rates for two different growth processes is computed 

or the conditions unde4 which the rates for the two processes are equal are 

compared, unknown but indentical solution constants often cancel.   By this 

technique, the regions where each rate is controlling can be established and 

the desired crystal growth conditions can be identified when basic data are 

lacking. 

The expressions for the growth rates as givin by Nielsen (Ref. 6) have 

been used for comparative estimates of the growth rates of aluminum oxide 

from fused fluxes.   The expressions have been converted to a molar system of 

units by dividing the number concentrations and ionic or molecular volumes 

used by Nielsen by Avogadro's number.   The expressions for the rates are: 

1.       Screw Dislocation (surface spiral steps) 

(-) Mt I 

is-1 

■mit RT 

Peg AS   AT ,g» 

sd 
2.       Mononuclear Growth (surface nucleation with one 

surface nucleus per molecular or ionic layer) 

Vdt / V V RT       / 
m 

14 



where 

and 

3. 

4. 

AS 

T 
o 

AT 

r 

D 

V 

c 

c 

ß' 

N 

Polynuclear Growth (surface nucleation with 

several intergrowing surface nuclei per layer) 

\dt / 
„,.1/3, ,2/3   „1/3 
DV      (c - cQ)      g N      exp 

AG'*N 

3RT       / 3RT 

Diffusion (the growth rate being controlled by 

diffusional transport through the solution) 

dr\ DVIC-CQ) Q D 

is the entropy of precipitation AH-/T   (cal/mole   K) to 
is the temperature v/here the solubility is equal to 

, o . 
the actual concentration (  K) 

is T- T 

is the radius of the crystal (cm) 
2. 

is the diffusion coefficient of the solute (cm A«3c) 
3 

is the mean ionic volume of the solute (cm A'<ole) 

is the concentration of the solute (moles/cm j 

is thß equilibrium solubility at T   (moles/cm ) 

is the interfacial surface tension between crystal 
2 

and solution (cal/cm ) 

is a geometrical constant, p" is it for circular and 

4 for square nuclei 

AS AT N1/3 

23 

AG' 

is Avogadro's number,   6.02 x 10 

is a factor that expresses any activation energy for 

transfer of an ion from the solution into the crystal 

lattice in excess of normal transport activation energy 

in tue solution 
15 
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(13) 
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The factor g as used by Nielsen (Ref. 7), is difficult to identify.   Presumably, 

it is an exponential correction to the diffusion constant, D, which applies 

during the transfer of solute from solution to solid. 

Thus, AF* 

Dls = D,ol  exp ("  IT") <"> 

where 

D. is the diffusion constant for diffusion from the Is 
solution to the solid 

D   .        is the diffusion constant of the solute in the sol 
solution 

AF* is the excess free energy of activation for a molecule 

or ion of solute diffusing from the solution to the solid 

over the energy required for diffusion in the solution 

AF*,    =   AH    . Is sol 

where AH      is the partial molar heat of solution of the diffusing molecule or 

icn.   Nielsen states that for strongly solvated aqueous ions at room temperature 

g«l.   However, for fused salt fluxes, the increased temperature where fluidity 

occurs act to drive the value of g toward unity.   For a fused sait flux at 1750 K 

(1477 C) the logarithm of g is smaller by the factor (5. 8), (300/1750 equals 

1/5. 8 ) from the logarithm at 300°K. 

If the value of dr/dt is computed for the screw dislocation process 
-5      2 , 

using a value of D of 10     cm /sec which is representative for fused salt 

melts (Ref. 9, 10) a value of AS equal to the heat of fusion of aluminum oxide 

(Ref.  11) divided by a temperature of 1750 K (1477 C), a value of <r of 
-5 2 

2.16 x 10    k cal/cm , the value of the surface energy of aluminum oxide in 

vacuum (Ref. 8) multiplied by a constant, k, which corrects for the probable 

lower value in solution, the value of dr/dt becomes: 

2 
5.25 eg AT       ,      .   , ,. cl =    -——    (cm/hr) (15) 

sd 

16 
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Using the value of the surface energy employed in the calculation of the 
3 . 

screw dislocation rate, a value of 4 for p" and a value of V of 25. 5 cm /mole 

(Ref. 12) the growth rate, dr/dt for a mononuclear growth process on aluminum 

oxide at 1750°K (1477°C) is: 

21 2              8390k2 

3.4x10    rg 10         (cm/hr) (16) 
AT 

If the rates for the mononuclear growth process and the screw dislocation 

process are equated, it is found that for a crystalline surface energy equivalent 

to that of aluminum oxide in vacuum, (k=l) an undercooling of greater than 400 C 

is necessary to make the two rates equal for crystals 1 mm or more in radius, 

whereas, an undercooling of about 4   is necessary for equti rates if a crystalline 

surface energy one-tenth that of the surface energy in vacuum is used (k = 0.1). 

The same calcukitions applied to the polynuclear growth rate expression 
show that if the crystalline surface energy equals that of aluminum oxide in 

vacuum, (k= 1) the polynuclear grovth rate will never equal the screw dislocation 

rate at any undercooling, whereas, if the surface energy is one-tenth that of 

vacuum, an undercooling of about 6 C makes the two rate« equal. 

Finally, if the same values of solution and crystalline properties are 

substituted in the data for diffusion growth, 

(■ - «o> (cm/hr) (17) 
r 

For a 1 mm crystal, the diffusion rate becomes 

(•-)   = 9.2(c-co)(cm/hr) {i8) 

The value of c - c   is not independent of the undercooling if the values 

for c are calculated from the expression 

AH. 
—   AT =   R Tin c/c (1) 

T O 
o 
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A value of c/c   of 1.0043  is found for 1°C undercooling, 1.043 for 10°C 
o 

undercooling and 1. 531 for 100 C of undercooling.   A 1 mm crystal of 

aluminum oxide growing by the diffusion process has a rate of growth at 
o 

10 C undercooling of, 

2 x 0.043 c o 

=   0.396 c    (cm/hr) 
o 

It may be concluded that the screw dislocation mechanism, if operable, 

provides the fastest rate of growth in fused salt fluxes for undercooling of 

4 C or less, the mononuclear and polynuclear mechanisms comparable or 

greater rates for undercoolings of 5 or 10 C and crystalline surface energies 

one-tenth that of vacuum.   If the interfacial surface energy is equal to that 

of vacuum, then pure diffusion growth is probably the fastest growth process 

for very small crystals and the screw dislocation growth rate the fastest for 

large crystals and undercoolings up to 100 C. 

The rate of growth determined by heat flow has been calculated for 

metals by several authors (Ref. 13,14,15).   A satisfactory approximate 

expression for slow steady-state heat flow controlled growth in a nonmetallic 

liquid is given by Hillig (Ref. 5).   This is derived from the defining equation 

Rate of heat liberated by Rate at which heat flows from 

precipitating crystal per      =     the interface between crystal 

unit area and solution per unit area 

Using symbols, equation (19) may be Wiitten: 

(19) 

(l, - T \ 
GK  * ' (20) 
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vhere 

dt/ 
Is the rate of crystal growth (cm/sec) 

hi 
AH        is the heat of crystallization per unit volume 

(cal/cm ) 

Y is a characteristic length for the advancing 

interface, such as its radius of curvature (cm) 

G is a geometrical constant of order unity 

K is the thermal conductivity of the crystal if heat 

flows away through the crystal.or the solution, 

if the heat flows through the solution (cal - cm/ 

sec cm     K ) 

T is the temperature at the interface between crystal, 
/O 

and solution ( K) 

and 

T is the temperature of the thermostat in which the 
CO 

system is placed, the wall of the crucible for 

precipitation on a crucible wall ( K) 

The rate of crystal growth for a heat controlled process is then, 

(ir)hf 
= Y^r (vs,) (2D 

Data on the thermal conductivity of ionic melts is almost completely 

lacking (Ref.  16).   Values of thermal conductivity for single crystal sapphire 

(Ref.  17, 18) indicate that a value of 0. 02 cal - cm/sec cm    K will not be 

exceeded above 1000 C.   Since thermal conductivity in ionic melts and solids 

at temperatures, between 1000 C and 2000 C is primarily carried out by phonon 

conduction processes, the value of 0.02 cal - cm/sec cm    K should also 

represent an upper bound for the fused salts in which the aluminum oxide is 

dissolved. 
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The value of AH   for aluminum oxide may be taken as: 
v 

26,000 3 

  =   1020   cal/cm 
25.5 

If the values of K and AH   are inserted into equation (21), the rate of growth, 

V, for a heat flow controlled growth process is: 
)*** 

=   1.96 x 10"5   — (T   - T )   (cm/sec) 
hf Y    V i      00/ 

or,     v G (22) 

( 

dr\ „  ....     ,„-2 
dt/, hf 

7.05 x 10  '     —  (T   - T   )   (cm/hr) 
Y     V i       00' 

When the rates of growth determined by the two processes, screw 

dislocation surface reaction and heat flow, are compared by taking the ratio 

of one to the other, the resulting expression is: 

(—) v dt' h£ rate controlled by heat flow 

(—) rate controlled by screw dislocation at' 
sd 

-2    £ 
7.05 x 10        Y (Ti "  TJ 

(23) 
5.25 cg(T   - T)  A 

V 1.34 x 10    k Y   (TA - T   ) 

2 
u eg AT 

Several growth situations can be visualized which give different values 

for this ratio .        For example, consider that G = 1, Y = 1 mm (0. 1 cm), and 

the temperature difference over which the cooling gradient occurs (T. - T ) 
1       0D 

is 10°K. 
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Then, 
'dn 

(&) «A ' ^ 
1.34 k 

(24) 

dt  sd 

A mole fraction solute of 0.2 aluminum oxide in a fused melt will 
-3 3 

correspond to a concentration of approximately 5x10     moles/cm .   If an 

undercooling (T. - T ) of 1 K. or less is assumed, then the ratio is greater than, 
1       o 

270k 

(--==-) 

then using representative values for the partial molal enthalpy of mixing for 

aluminum oxide of 4000 cal/mole, equation (25) gives a value of g of 0. 32 at 

1750 K.   A value of 1000 cal/mole corresponds to a value of 0. 75 for g at the 

same temperature.   At 300 K, these g values would have been 0.001 and 0.19 

respectively. 

The analysis shows that no a priori answer is available from theory for 

specifying whether heat flow oi a screw dislocation process will control the 

rate of crystal growth in a flux system precipitating aluminum cxide around 1477 C 

If the theoretical models are accepted as valid, the largest uncertainty in the 

calculation is the value of the surface free energy of aluminum oxide in the melt. 
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and the growth process is clearly controlled by surface reaction since k > 0.1 

and g < 1 so that the heat flow controlled growth rate will be many times 

the surface reaction controlled rate.   All other factors remaining equal, this 

relationship can change when undercoolings of 5°C (k = 0.1) to 20 C (k = 1) or 

greater are reached, for then the surface reaction controlled growth rate which is 

increasing by the square of the temperature difference begins to exceed the heat 

flow controlled rate.   The major unknown is the value of g.   If it is assumed that 

g=   expl -    ■ ) (25) 

T'^nnif ryijTiT^flBhdXfo 
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The ratio of the actual value of this property to the value in vacuum, k, comes 

linearly into the estimate of the comparison of the two growth rates. 

The variable ratio of the rates of the two controlling processes illustrates 

the difficulty of stating which process will control a particular crystal growth 

technique unless actual temperature differences are specified. 

2.4    Nucleation 

One obstacle to the controlled growth of large crystals from fused 

salts is the presence of unwanted nuclei.   It is clear that such nuclei are present 

in many fused salt growth experiments from the large number of small crystals 

produced.   The source of these nuclei is not usually known    Nuclei may be 

supplied by nucleation sites upon the crucible wall, insoluble particles in the 

flux, or by the abrasion of a larger crystal moving in the melt.   Nuclei may also 

be generated spontaneously in the flux by the supersaturation. 

The control of nucleation requires identifying the source of nuclei. 

Theory can help to some extent for theoretical analyses are available which 

give the rate of nuclei generation in terms of the solution supersaturation and 

crystal properties.   Analyses are also available which estimate the rate at 

which the nuclei generating properties of the flux respond to a change in 

conditions.   For molten salt systems, this response time is very short. 

The rate of homogeneous nucleation in a liquid solid system composed 

of spherical nuclei is, 

Number of supercritical 

I  =     nuclei generated per 

unit volume per second 

Rate at which 

molecules join 

nuclei 

Number of critical 

nuclei per unit 

volume 

(26) 

where the critical nuclei are defined as those nuclei which have attained their 

maximum free energy so that any further increase in size will lower their free 

energy, and the supercritical nuclei are those nuclei with radii greater than 

that of a critical nucleus. 
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Under steady state conations of temperature and supersaturation, 

the expression for I (Ref. 8) is 

where 

and 

N* 
s 

R 

h 

T 

AFD 

T 

c 

N 

AF* 

I   = 
N*   RT 

s 

h N 
exp 

\       RT       /J L \ RT    /J 

is the number of atoms adjacent to the surface 

layer of the nucleus of critical size 

is the gas constant (cal/ K mole) 

is Planck's constant 1. 58 x 10*     (cal sec) 

is the temperature at which the nucleus is forming 

in °K 

is the free energy of activation for diffusion (cal/mole) 

is the temperature of the system in   K 

is the concentration of solute per unit volume 

(moles/cm j 

is Avogadro's number 

is the free energy per unit volume produced by the 

transformation of dissolved solute into precipitated 

solute under the conditions of supersaturation.   For 

spherical nuclei 

AF* 

or 

1 6 ir <r' 

3 AF  C 

1 6  n a    T 
AF* 

3 AH (VT) 

(27) 

(28) 

I 
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In order to estimate the rate at which new nuclei are formed under 

steady state conditions at specified amounts of undercooling, it is necessary 

to know 

si 

AF, 

the interfacial energy of the solid in the presence 

of the melt 

the free energy per mole of activation for diffusion 

and 

AH        the heat of fusion per mole of the solute 

The problem of identifying the interfacial energy of the solid in the 

melt, o- , has been discussed in Section 2. 3. si 

The free energy per mole of activation for diffusion, AF  , is generally 

taken as equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to tJ a energy of activation 

for viscosity.   This in turn may be estimated from the I       unship 
AE 

AF .   r 
vis 

vap 18.9x10    (cal/mole) (29) 

where AE       is the energy of vaporization of the pure liquid flux (Ref. 9). 

The number of atoms adjacent to the surface layer of the nucleus of 

critical size can be estimated for aluminum oxide nuclei in terms of the under- 

cooling and the ratio, k, of the surface energy of aluminum oxide crystals in 

the melt to the surface energy of aluminum oxide crystals in vacuum.   The 

radius of a spherical critical nucleus is given by the expression 

2cr 

where 

and 

AF 

r* - 
AF 

(30) 

is the surface free energy of the nucleus 

is the free energy per unit volume for the formation 

of the solid from the liquid phase 
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For fused salt solvents, AF   may be approximated as 

*H
v(

To-T) 
**v * —'  (3D 

T 
o 

where 

AH       is the heat of fusion of the pure solute per unit 

volume at the temperature, T 

T is the equilibrium temperature of the melt 

and 

T is the temperature of undercooling 

If the value of AH   for aluminum oxide is taken as v 

26,000 
  =   1020 (cal/cnO 

25.5 

T as 1750 K (1477 C),and the surface energy <r as 2.16 x 10 k, where k 

is the ratio between the surface energy of aluminum oxide in the fused salt 

solution to that in vacuum 

then 

| r*Al203  ■   7.41 xl0"5   -i-   (cm) (32) 
i 

| 
and the average number of dissolved aluminum oxide molecules which would be 

2 
next to such a nucleus would be determined by dividing 4 irx*   by the average 

cross sectional area of a molecule in the flux times the mole fraction of 

aluminum oxide present. 
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Then, 

Number of Al O 

molecules adjacent 

to the critical nucleus 

Area of Nucleus 

mole fraction of      average cross 

A12°3 
sectional 

molecular area 

+ 7 
5. 7 x 10 

k2 

"V, 

(34) 

where X..  _   is the mole fraction of aluminum oxide in the melt. 
M2°3 

If the values for the interfacial surface energy and AH   for aluminum 
v 

oxide are substituted in the equation for I, the result for a melt containing 

20 mole percent Al O   at 1750°K is 

1.425x 1041k2 

AT 

exp 
(■ 

Ü.865 x 108k3\ 

AT' / 
(35) 

When the value of the interfacial surface energy of aluminum oxide in 

the melt is assumed equal to that of the surface energy of aluminum oxide in 

vacuum, an undercooling AT of more tnan iöüü C is necessary to generate 

nuclei at the rate of one every ten seconds.   For an assumed interfacial energy 

one-tenth that of aluminum oxide in vacuum, an undercooling of approximately 

30 C would generate one nucleus every ten seconds. 

The rate of nuclei generation is dependent upon the inverse square of 

the undercooling in the exponential factor and decreases sharply with small 

undercoolings.   An undercooling of 20 C at a temperature of 1750 K (1477 C) 

and an interfacial surface energy of one-tenth that of the crystalline surface 
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energy of aluminum oxide in vacuum corresponds to a rate of nuclei production 

of 
r 

I   =   1 x 10"53' 6  nuclei/hr (36) 

Io o 
It may be concluded that at 1750 K, undercoolings up to 20 C should not 

cause rates of spontaneous nuclei generation which will interfere with the 
I 

growth of single crystals of aluminum oxide from the fused fluxes. 

Knowledge of the rate at which the flux system responds to a change 

of conditions is also crucial to achieving controlled growth.   An expression 

for the time lag which occurs before the initial distribution of embryoes 

adjusts itself to the distribution characteristic of the supersaturation has 

been given by Dunning (Ref.  19).   This expression is: 
2 

/       N       \ 
10) = IQ  exp 1 (37) 

where 

I (t)      is the instantaneous ratio of nucleation 

I is the initial rate of nucleation 
o 

N is the number of molecules in the critical nucleus 
c 

t is the time 

N*   has been defined previously, and g is approximately, g , where, 
S 1 

i 

I 

I 

2 

T  

gl   =   N*s     ~     T    exp    -     (38) 

Thus the characteristic time T is 

k 

h 
T exp 

\         RT 

1. 7 
2 

x 1(T k  XA1203 

) 

g1 AT
4 

(39) 
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When the values of N   and g   are computed for aluminum oxide dissolved 

in molten fluxes at 1477 C, assuming £F, equals 18,900 cal/mole (Ref. 9), the 
d 

value of T varies depending on the interfacial surface energy and the undercooling: 

for AT = 1 C and k = 1, T is 35 seconds whereas for AT = 10 C and k = 0.1 

T is 0. 35 microseconds.   For crystal growth systems which have cooling rates 

measured in degrees per hour, the rate of establishing the distribution of nucleation 

embryoes should not influence the growth procedures. 

2. 5    Development of Thermal Convection 

In unstirred crucibles, transport of solute to the growing crystal 

can occur by diffusion alone or by a combination of diffusion and convection. 

This last is preferable because the times required to effect crystal growth by 

diffusion of solute across a one or two centimeter distance in the crucible 

can be extremely long.   The characteristic time for diffusion over a one 

centimeter length for a typical fused salt is given by the expression (Ref. 9) 

T = 
h2 (1cm)2 

TTD » 10"5 

4 (40) 
3. 2 x 10   sees 

8.8 hrs 

This i 5 a relatively long time for most fused salt growth experiments 

where the rate of cooling the whole system is in the order of several degrees 

per hour.   An equilibration time of nearly nine hours for diffusion of solute 

over a one centimeter distance coupled with a cooling rate of several degrees 

per hour for the system means that only regions of the solvent very close to 

the crystal contribute appreciably to its growth. 
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Because of the long times required for diffusional transport, it is 

desirable to ensure forced transport of supersaturated solvent past the 

crystal either by convection currents, stirring, or the combined use of both 

convection and stirring.   For most crystal growth experiments, stirring can 

be accomplished straightforwardly and the establishment of convection 

currents presents the major problem in design.   While convection currents 

occur in almost all situations where temperature gradients exist and fluid 

flow is possible, theoretical solutions to convective flow problems are very 

scarce.   The limiting conditions which will lead to the establishment of 

convection can be estimated with some accuracy but estimates of the magnitude 

of the convective flows are more uncertain, and must usually be made through 

generalized heat transfer relationships. 

The preferred arrangement to initiate convection in a crucible is with 

the colder surface on top, the warmer surface on the bottom.   Under these 

conditions an unstable stratification develops which breaks down to give 

convective flow.   For the opposite situation, the hotter surface on top and 

the cooler surface below, no convection should occur in theory.   In practice, 

edge effects and non-uniformity of surface temperatures may induce some 

convection. 

The relationship which relates the onset of convection to the distances, 

temperature changes, and solution properties of the fused salt growth system 

(Ref. 20,21) is 

N     N_   >   1108 (4i) 

where 

N„        is ehe Grashof number 
Gr 3 

N   r =   -L-fi?— (42) 

3 
g is the gravitational constant (cm /gm sec) 
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ß        is the coefficient of thermal expansion 

ß-    -(-)-   P    ——   (°C_1) (43) 
V \dT/ dT 

6        is the temperature difference between the top and 
00 ,o , bottom surfaces of the melt  (  G) 

L        is the characteristic dimension of the system, the 

height of liquid (cm) 
2 

v        is the kinematic viscosity, fi/p (cm /sec) 

where \i is the viscosity (gm/cm sec), and p is 
3 s 

the density of the solution (gm/cm ) 

N_      is the Prandtl number 
Pr 

v 
NPr =   7 

a        is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, a =    
2 pc 

(cm /sec) 

K        is the thermal conductivity (cal cm/cm   sec    K), 
3 

p_is the density (gm/cm ) and c   is the specific 
P     o 

heat capacity' of the liquid (cal/gm   C) 

P  c   09,    3 
The product N^   Nn    = E i L   0 Gr    Pr ^k © 

=     aL3 B 
CO 

(44) 

(45) 

where 2 

a= E_J_P (46) 

-3 o   -1 
is the convective modulus;   a has the units cm       C 
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In the absence of theoretical solutions of the convective flow problem, 

estimates of the average magnitudes of the mass flow can be obtained directly 

from heat transfer relationships, if concentration profiles in the crystal growing 

system are determined by the convective heat flow and not by mass diffusion. 

The heat flow from the bottom of a crucible through the melt to the top surface 

of the molten sait takes place by radiation .conduction and convection.   If the 

convective heat flow, q   , can be isolated and mass diffusion flows are negligible, 
c 

the average convective mass flow must be equal to the convective Iieat flow, q   , 
c 

divided by the average heat capacity per unit mass times the temperature drop 

through which the flow takes place. 

Thus, 

V 
qc 

where 

av c   (T    - T  ) (47) 

pi o 

Vav    is the average mass flow per unit area (gms/sec cm ) 
2 

q        is the convective heat flow (cal/cm   sec) 
c 

c        is the heat capacity of the liquid (cal/gm  C) 

and 

T    and T        are the respective temperatures at the top and bottom 
1 B 

surfaces of the melt. 

The convective heat flow between parallel surfaces is estimated from 

the expression (Ref.  23) 

qc=hc(TT-TB) (48) 

where h   is the convective heat transfer coefficient (cal/cm sec   C ). 
c 
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Thus the rate of material transport is 

q 

av "p'W 

MTT- TB) B 

Cp ^TT "   TB> 

(49) 

Measured heat transfer data are usually given in terms of a heat 

transfer coefficient combining both convection and conduction.   At values of 

the convectivs modulus, a, of approximately 1000 or less, heat transfer 

between horizontal surfaces is through conduction only.   At larger values of 

the convective modulus, a, both convection and conduction participate. 

In order to estimate mass flows from available data, the reported heat 

transfer coefficients must be corrected for conduction.   The correction factor 

is derived from the relation 

where 

and 

Since, 

Then, 

=    -   (T    - T  ) 
cond L    v T        B' 

K is the thermal conductivity of the melt 

is the vertical thickness of the melt in the crucible. 

(TT-   TJ q = h 
conv and cond   cond and conv v T   B 

conv "* \ cond and conv  L / I T   B 

(h cond and conv - -) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 
Av 
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Experimental curves are available expressing h for conduction and 

convection in terms of the convective modulus, the distance, L, across the 

gap and the temperature drop (T_ - T_ = 0).   Thus, for parallel horizontal 
T B 

plates (Ref. 22) 

h       .      . =    7    0.208 (l3ae)l/4 /54) cond and conv        L i°4J 

and the rate of mass transfer is 

h kr cond and conv        * , 3      % 1/4 /cc\ 
 =7—    0.208 (lae)V (55) 

C L,C 
P P 

The data required to estimate convective mass transfer rates for a 

specific fused salt solution must be obtained by measurements.   Estimates 

for a particular fused salt solvent are made in Section V of this report using 

experimental data reported in Section IV. 

2. 6    Inclusion Formation 

Solvent inclusion in flux grown crystals is believed to be 

caused by improper solution flow at the crystal surface.   If solute js not 

delivered uniformly over the growing crystal face, points of lower supersaturation 

a;e present, growth is slower at these than at adjacent points of higher super- 

saturation and conditions for the development of an inclusion are present. 

The prevention of inclusions requires control of the currents which 

bring nutrient to the growing crystal face.   This can be best accomplished by 

forced stirring but well designed convective flow patterns can also be used. 

Inclusion formation during stirring has been discussed by Sheftal (Ref. 24) 

and Carlson (Ref. 25).   The latter gives an expression for the crystal length 

which can occur without generating inclusions as a function of the velocity of 

solution sweeping past it.   This expression is 
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where 

X    = 
s 

0. 214 VD  ' "l 

o (■- -.)■ 

\ sw / 

X is the length of crystal face which will be free 

on inclusions (cm) 

v is the bulk fluid velocity of the solvent sweeping 

past the face (cm/sec) 
2 

D is the diffusion constant (cm /sec) 

P , is the dimensionless Schmidt number, P 
d      p D 

s 3 
H is the fluid viscosity (gm/cm ), and p 

is the fluid density (gm/cm j 

(gm/cm ) 

is the rate of solute deposition (cm/sec) 

p is the crystal density 

dr_ 
dt 

c   -   c is the difference in concentration between the 
o 

J supersaturation condition in the solution and the 

equilibrium solubility, c 

and 

F is the molecular weight of the solute (moles/cmj w 

In the expression for X , there are two variables whose value must 

usually be estimated from theory.   These are; dr/dt and v.   Direct measurement 

of either is desirable but difficult since it must be accomplished either through 

a growth experiment, dr/dt, or through an experimental arrangement nearly 

identical with the actual growth experiment, v.   Methods of estimating both 

dr/dt and v have been given in preceding sections. 
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2.7     Distribution of Dopant 

Flux grown crystals often contain nonuniform distributions of 

dopant ions.   This can occur when the molten solvent traversing a crystal face 

deposits dopant at a rate which is not in a fixed ratio to the rate at which it 

deposits the solute which forms the bulk crystal.   Such a varying rate can be 

caused by a temperature difference across the crystal, or by a change in the 

relative concentrations of dopant to bulk solute in the liquid across the crystal 

face. 

Correction of inhomogeneous doping begins with ensuring that the faces 

where crystal growth occurs are at a uniform temperature.   The elimination of 

dopant concentration changes in the liquid is more difficult.   These can be 

reduced by ensuring that a much larger flow of nutrient liquid passes the 

growing crystal face than is needed for growth so that the change in dopant 

concentration of the liquid from the beginning to the end of the flow pattern 

is small. 

It is not reasonable to expect uniform dopant concentrations in flux 

grown crystals if growth systems are used which depend only on diffusional 

transport.   The experimental approach which must be followed to ensure uniform 

dopant distributions is to design the crystal growing system so that stagnant 

flow patterns are absent.   If either stirring or convective flow is used, tem- 

perature gradients and distances must be correctly proportioned so that a 

smooth steady transfer of supersaturated solvent moves across the growin„ 

crystal face. 
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III.        EXPERIMENTAL 

Laboratory determinations of the solubility, density, and viscosity of 

the fused salt melts were required to accomplish the objectives of the program. 

Since the temperature region of interest (1400 C or greater) was beyond the 

limits of conventional equipment, special apparatus had to be designed and 

built for these measurements.   In all, four types of measuring apparatuses 

were built although only three were employed during the program.   The four 

were: (1) a thermal analysis apparatus, (2) a quenching apparatus for solubility 

and supersolubility studies, (3) a fused salt density measuring apparatus, and 

(4) a fused salt viscosimeter.   Descriptions of the equipment and the methods 

of use are given below. 

The chemicals used in the experimental program were of reagent grade 

quality.   Materials for the molten salt solutions were dry mixed and iscstatically 

pressed into billets weighing 316 gms.   Each billet was broken into two pieces 

and melted separately into one crucible.   The pressing was found desirable to 

reduce the large shrinkage which normally occurred when the mixed powders 

were melted the first time. 

Early experiments revealed the need for a gas tight furnace chamber. 

Extensive hydrolysis of the fluoride fluxes apparently occurred during the 

heating up period unless special precautions were taken to eliminate moisture 

from the furnace chamber.   This problem was solved by using tightly fitting 

plates at the ends of the inner tube of the furnace.   The seals to the ceramic 

furnace lining were made with o-rings, and the plates were water cooled. 

During experimental measurements, the furnace chamber was filled 

with dry helium and only opened during the times when an actual measurement 

was made. 
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3.1    Solubility and Supersolublllty Determinations 

Solubility and supersolublllty determinations were to be accom- 

plished with (1) a thermal analysis apparatus based on cooling curve measure- 

ments, and (2) a quenching block apparatus. 

The thermal analysis apparatus is shown in Figures 1 and 2.   Figure 1 

is a schematic of the apparatus as used.   Figure 2 is a photograph showing the 

assembled components of the apparatus.   Flux is held in a molybdenum crucible 

placed in a machined graphite block.   This block has a machined cover through 

which a stlrrer, inert gas feed, and thermocouple are inserted.   The whole 

apparatus is heated in a 2" diameter globar furnace lined with a high temperature 

alumina tube.   Temperature is measured with a platinum-platinum rhodium 

thermocouple and an Esterline Angus potentiometric recorder. 

The flux is melted by raising the furnace temperature.   After a molten 

state has been achieved, the temperature of the furnace is held constant for a 

quarter to one-half hour, then the stirrer motor is started, and the power input 

to the furnace cut-off.   Cooling of the charge begins immediately.   The tem- 

perature of the charge is recorded on the strip chart of the Esterline A^.gus 

recorder as the furnace cools.   At the freezing point, the stirrer ceases turning 

and a noticeable arrest is seen in the plot of emf versus time. 

The quenching block apparatus for solubility determinations is patterned 

after one described by Barton, Friedman, and Tucker (Ref. 25, 26, 27).   Changes 

in the design were made to facilitate machining.   The block of Barton and co- 

workers was made from nickel.   This material could not be used at the temperatures 

required for the present work.   Molybdenum was used instead. 

A schematic drawing of the gradient quenching apparatus is shown in 

Figure 3.   A photograph of the molybdenum halves of the apparatus in Figure 4. 

The quenching unit consists of a quenching tube filled with the material under 

study end an instrumented holding block.   The apparatus is designed to locate 
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the liquidus temperature of a fused melt with greater precision than is possible 

with cooling curves. 

The liquidus temperature is determined by observing at what position 

melting occurs in the quenching tube.   This is accomplished by establishing 

a known temperature gradient along the holding block by proper positioning in 

the furnace.   Temperatures along the block are read by thermocouples.   The 

tube containing the flux is held within the block until thermal equilibrium is 

established and then dropped from the block into an oil bath by turning the 

holding latch. 

The quenched tube containing the sample is opened and the condition 

of the flux at various temperatures ascertained by direct observation. 

The quenching tubes were originally constructed from 1/8" diameter 

molybdenum tubes having a 0.016" wall thickness.   It was found impossible 

to crimp these tubes satisfactorily even at red heat without fibering and 

cracking the body of the tube.   Later tubes were made of 1/8" platinum having 

0.004" wall thickness. 

3. 2     Density and Coefficient of Expansion Determinations 

Densities of the fused fluxes were determined using the Archimedeon 

method.   Molybdenum bobs were immersed in the fused melts and their buoyancies 

measured directly with a balance.   Volumes and weights of the bobs were measured 

at room temperature and the volumes at the temperatures of the flux estimated from 

the volume coefficient of expansion for molybdenum. 

The density apparatus is shown in a schematic drawing in Figure 5.   The 

molybdenum bobs are shown in Figure 6.   The machined molybdenum bobs were 

attached to a standard Troemner chainweight specific gravity balance.   The bobs 

were hung on molybdenum wires and immersed in the liquid flux by measuring 

the length of wire required to effect complete immersion in advance of the experi- 

ment.   Two bobs of different sizes were used to eliminate the effects of surface 
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tension.   Measurements of the buoyancy were made at each temperature with 

both bobs and the density calculated from the expression of MacKenzie (Ref. 29). 

Bl  - b2    , 
PT  

=  .   ),,    -„   \ (57) T"MVV 
2/ 

where 

p_      is the density of the fused salt both at temperature, T 

B. and B.       are the buoyancies of the two bobs.   The buoyancy is 

aefined as the decrease in the measured weight of the bob 

on immersion in the liquid.   By using two bobs of different 

sizes, surface tension effects of the flux upon the wire 

are canceled out when the two buoyancies are subtracted 

V. and V are Jie bob volumes at room temperature 

and 

A,^       is the thermal expansion of the bob metal from room 

temperature to the fused salt temperature 

The coefficients of volume expansion for the fluxes were calculated from 

the slope of the plot of density versus temperature using the expression 

(43) 

3. 3    Viscosity Determinations 

Fused salts generally have viscosities comparable to that of water 

(Ref. 3) (one centipoise).   No viscosity data for the fluoride melts of interest 

could be found in the literature and the viscosities had to be measured. 

Assuming that the viscosities of the fluoride melts were probably in the 

order of a few centipoises an osculating bob viscosimeter was constructed. 

The apparatus is shown in Figure 7.   A molybdenum bob, supported on a tungsten 
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wire, is immersed to a fixed depth in the molten salt and forced to rotate by a 

preliminary twist of the wire.   The rotation is observed by reflecting light from 

a mirror attached to the wire.   The amplitude of swing was recorded for a number 

of successive swings and the fractional de-rement (x / x   ) of the amplitude 

was computed for successive pairs of swings.   Tue fractional decrements for a 

complete series of swings were averaged and the iR standard deviation computed. 

A theoretical expression exists for the relationship between fractional 

decrements and viscosity (Ref. 30, 31).   Because of the exploratory nature of the 

initial fused salt viscosity measurements an empirical calibration procedure was 

used as recommended by Yao and Kondic (Ref. 32). 

The viscosity apparatus was calibrated at room temperature with solutions 

of glycerine and water whose viscosities are known very precisely.   The calibration 

curve is shown in Figure 8.   It can be seen that the apparatus as used had a wide 

dynamic range and an accuracy of +  one centipoise at the smaller viscosities. 
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IV. FLUX PROPERTIES 

4.1     Measured Properties 

4.1.1   Solubility 

More than ten attempts were made to determine the 

solubility of aluminum oxide in the 80 mole percent LaF   - 20 mole percent 

Al O   melt using the cooling curve apparatus described in Section III.   None 

of these experiments produced useful data.   Leak tight molybdenum thermocouple 

sheaths were not available during the program.   Tantalum, platinum, and 

recrystallized alundum sheaths failed to withstand the lanthanum flux long 

enough to  show arrests or breaks in the cooling curves. 

Some supplementary information about solubility was supplied to the 

authors by Cortland O. Dugger of AFCRL (Ref.  33) who ran different thermal 

analyses upon the lanthanum fluoride-aluminum oxide mixture.   Figure 9 shows 

a differential thermal heating curve and a differential thermal cooling curve for 

the 62 mole percent LaF.. - 38 mole percent Al O   mixture drawn from data of 

Dugger. 

The solidification temperature of the melt is clearly defined by the large 

peaks of Figure 9 as 1424 C (heating) and 1381 C (cooling) .   The temperature 

at which aluminum oxide is truly soluble is more difficult to identify since 

reactions are observed in the D. T.A. plots from 1400 C to 1480 C which could 

be interpreted as the evidence of the true solubility point. 

Pending further experimental information, the equilibrium solubility 

point of the 80 mole percent LaF   - 20 mole percent Al O   was taken as 1750 K 

(1477 °C). 
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4.1.2   Density and Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 

The measured density of a 20 mole percent Al.O. - 80 mole 

percent LaF    flux is shown as a function of temperature in Figure 10.   The 

precision of the measurements is estimated to be +   0. 5 percent.   These data 
-4 

give a value of 8. 65 x 10     for the coefficient of volume expansion for a 20 mole 

percent Al O   - 80 mole percent LaF   flux over the temperature range from 1440 C 

to 1505°C. 

4.1. 3   Viscosity 

The viscosity of a 20 mole percent Al O   - 80 mole percent 
o o 

LaF   flux between 1360 C and 1500 C is shown in Figure 11.   The precision of 

the measurements was approximately + 2 percent.   It can be seen that the 

viscosity of this flux ranges from 8 to 10 centipoise.   This is a factor of four 

greater than the viscosity of comparable chloride melts (Ref.  3, 9). 

4. 2     Derived Flux Properties 

The extent to which the aluminum oxide molecule is dissociated 

in molten fluoride solvents is known only partially for cryolite (Na0AlFc) 
o       b 

(Ref.  33, 34) and not at all for the fluxes of interest to the current research. 

In order to estimate flux properties, it has been necessary to assume something 

about the chemical form of the dissolved aluminum oxide molecule.   Accordingly, 

the dissolved aluminum oxide has been assumed to exist in the fluxes of interest 

as spherical undissociated molecules having the formula Al O   . 

4. 2.1    Diffusion Constant, D, and the Free Energy of 

Activation for Diffusion,  AF_ 

An estimate of the diffusion constant for aluminum oxide 

in the flux con be made using the Stokes-Einstein relation for the coefficient 

of diffusion.   Thus, 

kT 
D = 

6   ITT V 
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where 
2 

D       is the diffusion coefficient (cm /sec) 

v        is the viscosity of the melt (gm/cm sec) 

r is the radius of the diffusing molecule (cm) 

and the other terms have been defined above. 

A value for D can be estimated from the measured viscosities of the 

aluminum oxide, lanthanum fluoride melts using, 

-8 
r.,  .»   = 3. 4R x 10     cm 

M2°3 
-2 

v = 9 x 10     poises 

and 

T = 1750°K 

D = 4. 1 x 10'° crnVsec 

The free energy of activation for diffusion has been assumed to be 

approximately one-third the energy of evaporation of the solvent flux (Ref. 9). 

That is, if AF    is the free energy of activation for diffusion, 

_     .   2m.  .     AHv,P - RI (29) 
D 3 3 

assuming that the solute AF*    is equal to the solvent AF*    . 

For lanthanum fluoride, 

. r,             62. 0 - 5. 2 ,„„„     ./ 
D   s    ?  = Kcal/melt 

and the value of 
AF.. 

exp {   -   —)   :■   4,43 x 10_:! 

RT -) r   / 

when T is equal to 1477°C (1750°K). 
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4.2.2   Thermal Conductivity, k, and Thermal Diffuslvity. K 

The values of the thermal conductivity and diffuslvity are 

needed for both crystalline aluminum oxide and the fused melt. 

Values of the thermal conductivity for the corundum form of aluminum 

oxide are available in the desired temperature range (Ref. 11) as are values of 

the specific heat (Ref. 36).   Values of the density can be derived from the 

density at room temperature (Ref. 12), and the coefficient of thermal expansion 

(Ref. 10).    For the calculations of this report the following average values 

were used, 

k = 0.02 cal/cm sec 

C = 31 cal/ °K mole = 0. 305 cal/ °K gm 

and the thermal diffusivity, K = 
K 

K   = 

was taken as, 

PC 

K = 0. 016 cm /sec 

The corresponding values for molten lanthanum fluoride flux are not 

known.   The value of k for the 20 mole percent Al O- - 80 mole percent LaF„ 
c    i _ o 

flux was assumed to be equal to or less than 0.02 cal cm/sec cm   .   A value 

c' the heat capacity of the lanthanum fluoride flux was calculated on the basis 

of assigning 8. 0 cal/gm atom   C to the liquid mixture (Ref.  36).   Thus, 

[0.20 (2 + 1) + 0.80 (1 + 3) ] 8 

and 

0.20 x 101.96 + 0.80 x 195.92 

C = 0. 19 cal/  C gm 

( cal/ C gm) 

K = 0. 024 cm /sec 
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4.3    Summary 

The physical properties of aluminum oxide and the molten flux of 

0. 20 mole percent A1?0_ - 80 mole percent LaF- which are necessary for the 

estimation of crystal growing parameters are summarized in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF PROPERTIES 

1                A12°3 
Molecular weight 

Volume per mole (25 ) 

Volume per molecule 

Thermal conductivity at 1477 C 

Estimated heat of fusion at 1477°C 

Density (25 C) 

Flux (80 mole percent LaF_ - 20 mole percent Al O  ) 

Density    -    Figure   10 

Viscosity -    Figure   11 

Thermal conductivity (assumed) 

Estimated diffusion constant for Al O   molecules 
L     0 

in 20 - 80 üux at 1477°C 

Estimated free energy of activation for diffusion 

of Al-0„ molecules in 20 - 80 flux at 1477°C 
2   3 

Assumed concentrations in flux at 1750 K (1477 C) 

101.36 

25. 5 cm 
-23      3 

4. 24 x 10       cm 

0.02 cal/cm sec 

26 K cal/mole 

0.98 K cal/cm3 

.255 cal/gm 
3 

3. 99 gm/cm 

. 02 cal/cm sec   C 
-6     2, 

4.1 x 10    cm /sec 

18.9 K cal/mole 

_A1203 0.005     moles/cm' 

c =   0.020     moles/cmv 
Lat3 

3 
c_ =0.025   moles/cm 
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V. DISCUSSION 

5.1    Introduction 

The problems which are met in attempting to predict the sizes, 

shapes, temperature gradients, and cooling rates needed for the growth of 

sapphire and ruby from fused salt solvents were discussed in Section II. 

Equations which present formal solutions to certain aspects of these problems 

were given in that section.   It was stated there that the unique characteristic 

of a fused salt solvent with respect to crystal growth arose from the high 

temperatures required for liquidity.   These temperatures cause the super- 

saturation ratio (c/c ) which is produced by a given undercooling to be much 

smaller than that which would be produced by the same undercooling near 

room temperature.   One consequence of this relative reduction is that growth 

phenomena which depend on the difference between supersaturation and 

equilibrium solubilities, (c-c ), are retarded more in fused salt systems than 

in equivalent aqueous systems.   The higher temperatures required for fused 

salt crystal growth affect other aspects of the growth process in less directly 

recognizable ways.   When the equations which predict the crystal growth 

rates and the condition for homogeneous nucleation were applied to the 

precipitation of aluminum oxide (sapphire and ruby) from fused salt solvents 

in Section II, it was found that  (1) the screw dislocation mode of growth 

was probably the fastest process for the growth of large crystals of aluminum 

oxide when undercooling was moderate, (2) homogeneous nucleation of 

aluminum oxide nuclei probably did not occur for undercoolings of at least 

20 C at flux temperatures of 1477 C, and (3) heat does not normally control 

the growth of aluminum oxide crystals from a flux although it can do so under 

special experimental conditions. 
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In the present section, the equations which predict the proper experi- 

mental conditions for the growth of sapphire and ruby crystals are applied to 

the lanthanum fluoride-aluminum oxide flux whose properties are given in 

Section IV.   The results and conclusions of Section II are used directly in 

making these estimates.   It will be seen that the reduction in the magnitude 

of the supersaturation ratio (c/c ), and the consequent reduction in quantity 

(c-c ) becomes highly significant to the growth of crystals without solvent 

inclusions. 

The problem of estimating crystal growing conditions is approached 

on the basis of how the supersaturation is generated, whether by slow cooling, 

or by a thermal gradient.   If slow cooling is used, an estimate of the allowed 

overall cooling rate for the system is required.   If a thermal gradient is used, 

estimates of the temperature differences and the distances across which these 

temperatures occur are needed. 

In making estimates of crystal growth conditions, it is necessary to 

assume that growth will occur upon a seed crystal and that spontaneous 

nucleation can be avoided.   This is a reasonable assumption in view of the 

conclusions of Section II.   The manner in which the solution is caused to 

flow across the face of the seed crystal must also be defined.   Forced stirring 

must be used for most fused salt solvents.   It is clear from the discussion of 

Section 2. 5 and 2. 6, that diffusion processes are not sufficient to effect 

solute transfer in the growth of large perfect crystals from fused salts.   It 

will also be clear from the development of the following sections that convection 

is also not sufficient to effect proper solute transfer.   The information about 

forced stirring that is needed is ehe required stirring rate and the radius of the 

crystal support. 

The results of the discussions and estimates for the lanthanum fluoride- 

aluminum oxide system are also used as the basis for a more general analysis 

of flux requirements.   The interaction between the crystal growth system 
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requirements and the fused salt solution properties Is shown and the solution 

properties which are Important to maximizing crystal quality are identified. 

5.2    The Generation of Supersaturation for Crystal Growth 

from the Lanthanum Fluoride-Aluminum Oxide Flux 

Controlled crystal growth by either the slow cooling or the thermal 

gradient method requires information about the rate of crystal growth and the 

change of the supers aturation with temperature.   For the purposes of estimates 

upon which to base crystal growth experiments, the crystal growth rate for 

sapphire and ruby precipitating from a lanthanum fluoride flux upon a seed crystal 

may be assumed to be governed by the screw dislocation mode of crystal growth. 

The temperature dependence of the supersaturation is assumed to be the same 

as the temperature dependence of the equilibrium solubility.   When this is not 

known, the change of solubility with temperature is estimated by means of a 

Clapeyron type equation such as equation (6). 

5. 2.1   Growth of Al O   by Slow Cooling of the Flux 
 k iL_  

The desired cooling rate for the slow cooling method of 

crystal growth can be calculated for the LaF3 - Al O   flux from equation (2). 

The expression for dT/dt is: 

dT dr Ap   p 

7" s   T     -Nk— (59) 
dt dt      MF     2-|o 

W    dT 

Where dr/dt refers to the absolute crystal growth rate, A is the area of 

the crystal face, p   , the density of the crystal, p   , the density of the solution, 

M , the total mass of the solution, F    , the molecular weight of the solute, and 
w 

dc /dT is the change of solute solubility with temperature.   These terms have 

been defined in Section II. 
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The value of dc /dT, the change In solubility with temperature, may 

be estimated from equation (4).   In terms of the concentrations, 

dX 

dT 

dc 
A12°3 

dT 

"W, 
(60) 

where 

is the mole fraction of Al O   in the melt 

and c&1 0   , c_ _   , c_ , are the moles per unit volt'me in the melt for aluminum 
T3 3 

oxide, lanthanum fluoride, and the sum of the moles of aluminum oxide and 

lanthanum fluoride. 

Substituting this expression in equation ( 6 ) and using, 

X  = ^2°3 (61) 

an expression for dc/dT is obtained.   This is, 

dCM2°3        C"2°3 
AH f 

(62) 
dT cT  „        T    RT2 

LaF3 

Using the expression for de     n /dT in equation (59) for the desired rate 
2   3 of cooling, we have 

dT        dr      Ap p     c cKs     LaF- RT< 

dt        dt      MF    c, cR1  _    AIL w   T   Alo0„      I 

(63) 
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using the values, 

w 
=   101.96 

A1203 

p     =3.99 

p   at 1477°C  = 4.44 rs 

c., n   (20 mole percent Al O, - 80 mole percent LaFj » 0. 005 moles/cm" 
w2   3 

c.  p   (20 mole percent Al-O. - 60 mole percent LaFj = 0. 020 moles/cm 

3 
c_ (20 mole percent Al O   - 80 mole percent LaF ) = 0. 025 moles/cm 

2   3 

R =  1.99 cal/mole   C 

T =  1750°K 

AH, = 26, 000 cal/mole 

dT dr    A 

dT = 655°   dT   M 
(64) 

If the value of dr/dt for a screw dislocation growth process of growth 

on aluminum oxide at 1477 C is used, corrected by the change in the diffusion 

constant from the estimated 10     cm to the calculated value of Section IV of 
-5      2 

0.41 x 10     cm /sec, equation (64) becomes 

dT 

dt 

71 
g AT 

2    A 
( °C/hr) 

(65) 

M 

where k, g, AT, A and M have been defined previously. 

If a crucible size equivalent to the standard molybdenum crucible is 

assumed (1 1/2 " diameter x 2 5/8" height) , the value of M is 338 gms when the 

crucible is completely filled with the 20 mole percent Al O- - 80 mole percent 

LaF3 flux at 1477°C.   A larger crucible, 4" diameter x 6" height, would hold a 
o 

melt of 5500 gms of the same 20 - 80 flux at 1477 C.   Substituting these values 

in equation (1), the allowed values of the cooling rate becomes, 
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-£ =   0.209   "   AAT2(°C/hr) (1.5" x 2 5/8") (66) 

crucible 

dT g 2 ,„7) 

— =   0.0129   - AAT   (  C/hr) (4" x 6") *° ; 

dt k 
crucible 

The probable magnitude of g has been discussed in Section 2. 3 where 

it was shown that at the high temperatures of a fused salt growth process 

(1477 C), g, which at room temperature can be very small, tends to increase 

in value,   g is believed to range from 0. 30 to 1.00 at 1477°C. 

The magnitude of k, the ratio of the interfacial energy of the aluminum 

oxide crystal in the flux to the surface energy of an aluminum oxide crystal at 

the same temperature in vacuum or an inert atmosphere, is believed to range 

from 0.1 to 1.0. 

The magnitude of the ratio g/k can range from 0. 3 to 10 or a factor 

of 30. 

The direct dependence of the cooling rate on the available growth area, 

A, means that the cooling rate should be much slower at the start of a slow 

cooling experiment if a seed crystal is not used.   Assuming a square face 

1 mm x 1 mm the cooling rate should be one hundredth (0. 01) as great as that 

for a larger seed crystal with a face 1 cm x 1 cm. 

For a screw dislocation growth process, the rate of cooling depends on 

the square of the undercooling which can be maintained near the growing crystal. 

In the derivation of equation (2) and (59), it is assumed that the precipitation of 

solute by cooling exactly equals the rate at which solute is incorporated into 

the crystal.   The derivation assumed nothing about the undercooling, AT, which 

could be maintained in a crucible.   The analyses of Section 2.4 show that an 

undercooling of 20 C should not cause a high rate of spontaneous nucleation 
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—  =   0.32   -   (°C/hr) (4"x 6") (69) 

for the 20 mole percent Al O   - 80 mole percent LaF   flux near 1450 C. 

However, other modes of growth may compete with the screw dislocation 

process if undercoolings greater than 5 C are maintained. 

Assuming that an undercooling of 5 C can be maintained, a seed 
2 

crystal with a 1 cm   surface area is used, equation (65) becomes 

—  =   5.22    "   (  C/hr) (1 1/2- x 2 5/8") {W) 

crucible 

dT g 
(üC/hr) ( 

crucible 

where g/k may vary from 0.3 to 10. 

5. 2. 2   Growth of Al-0   from the Flux by the Thermal 
 a 2  
Gradient Method 

The thermal gradient method of creating the supersaturation 

necessary for crystal growth operates by transferring solution saturated with 

solute at temperature, T  , to a region at a lower temperature, T. .   The transfer 

can be effected by external forces such as stirrers or pumps, by the processes 

of natural convection, or by a combination of stirring and convection.   The 

liquid which arrives in the lower temperature region can arrive there at the 

temperature, T, and solute concentration, c , or at the temperature, T„ and a l o 2 
supersaturated solute concentration (c  equal to c   at T.) or at an intermediate 

temperature and /or solute concentration. 

In using the thermal gradient method, the crystal grower must decide 

upon the growth temperature, T- , and the temperature drop, T. - T   .   The 

criterion for making this choice is derived by equating the rate of solute 

deposition upon the growing crystal face to the rate of introducing precipitable 
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solute into the growth zone.   The precipitable solute is supplied from super- 

saturated solution and the technique of crystal growth must ensure that transfer 

through the temperature drop actually ensures a state of supersaturation at the 

crystal. 

The defining equation for the thermal gradient method of generating 

supersaturation in a fused salt is 

a- *       Aco (5) 
-—-        —-^   AT   F %J' 

Ap    p AT w 
tg Kc Ks 

where 

m is the mass of melt swept by the crystal face per hour 

Ac       is the finite change in solubility caused by traversing 

the temperature drop, AT, where AT = T. - T 

and the other terms have been defined in 5.1. 

The information which is needed to make useful estimates about the 

thermal gradient method is:   (1) the amount of supersaturation produced by the 

movement through the temperature drop, and (2) the rate at which solution is 

transferred.   Since this transfer often occurs by the processes of natural convection, 

one major problem is to estimate the solution flow which is caused by the tem- 

perature difference itself. 

When solubility data are not available, the term Ac /AT can be 
o 

estimated by assuming it is equal to dc /dT.   An approximate expression for 

this quantity has been given for aluminum oxide in the lanthanum fluoride melt 

in Section 5. 2.1.   It is, 

dc   .,  _ c.,  ~ AH, 
OA12°3   __       Ai2°3    c        _J_ (62) 

dT "      c CT       RT2 
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Substituting the values for c , c_ _   , c. , AH. , and T given in Section 
L    «J «5 

5. 2.1 in this expression, the value of 

Ac oAl 0 - 
 *-*• 2   c  A, ~     5. 32 x 10 * ( at 1477°C) 

AT oA12°3 

or, the fractional amount of supersaturatlon produced per degree is 

-3 AT 5.32 x 10 

'°W
2°3 

or about 0. 5% per   C . 

In attempting to estimate proper temperatures and temperature drops for 

growth from the flux, a number of assumptions must be made.   It must be assumed 

that the solution traversing the temperature drop is at thermal equilibrium at 

temperature, T. and at temperature, T   , but that solubility equilibrium is 

achieved only at temperature T  .   The total solubility of the solute is assumed 

to remain constant as the solution temperature drops to, T  , so that cooled 

solution is supersaturated at a known supersaturatlon.   In practical work, the 

success or failure of a thermal gradient growth experiment depends to a large 

extent on the precision with which these conditions can be met and baffling 

arrangements (Ref. 40) are often used to achieve the desired equilibria. 

In making estimates, the crystal grower must also decide how solution 

transfer across the thermal gradient is to be accomplished, whether by stirring 

or natural convection.   If either stirring or natural convection is employed, 

it is usually assumed that the cooler temperature, T   is at a position above 

temperature, T r 
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When stirring is used to transfer solution from T. to T„ , it is assumed 

that the stlrrer is equipped with blades that provide a propeller like action, or 

that baffles within the container convert rotary solution flow inf. vertical flow. 

It is practically impossible to estimate the velocity of vertical solution flow 

under these conditions by calculation.   It is fairly straightforward to estimate 

solution flow from room temperature experiments with transparent apparatus 

using Reynold's number analyses to predict the behavior of the fused salts at 

high temperatures.   Consequently, estimates of required temperature drops for 

the thermal gradient method must be given in terms of an experimentally determined 

transfer velocity when stiiriag is used. 

If the mass of melt swept by the crystal face per hour, m, is moved by 

, a relatioi 

from the equation 

stirring, a relationship between T   , T   and the velocity can be established 

where 

and 

m  =  v p A rs 

is the velocity of solution flow over the crystal face 

p        is the solution density at the temperature of the 

(70) 

solution adjacent to the crystal. 

If this expression is substituted into equation (5), this becomes 

v        Ac 

tg      Kc 

(71) 

If the value of Ac  /AT is assumed equal to that for dc  /dT and the 

approximate relation is used, equation (71) becomes 
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dr 

dt 
tg 

CA)
2°3 Cl 

'LaF. 

AH, 

Rr 
AT F w 

(72) 

Using the value of dr/dt given in Section 2. 3 for screw dislocation 

growth on aluminum oxide corrected for the change in the diffusion constant, this 

expression reduces to 

AT   =   v         ~ ~— (73) 
1 k 

2.15    g 'LaF, 
RT2 

is taken as 1/0.8, T as 1750°K, R as 1.99 cal/mole  K, If the value of cT/cLap 
ö 

AH, as 26, 000, F      as  101.96, this expression reduces to 

3       k 
T   - T    =  AT = 0. 9 x 10   v   - 
12 g 

(74) 

where v the velocity of solution flow is cm/sec, AT in   C and a screw dislocation 

mode of growth has been assumed. 

Equation (74) predicts the desired temperature difference should be directly 

proportional to the velocity of solution flow.   This is primarily because of the 

screw dislocation growth mode which predicts growth rate as proportional to 

the square of the undercooling. 

When crystal growth is attempted with a thermal gradient method of 

inducing supersaturation using stirring to effect solution flow, velocities of 

solution flow greater than those required for a given temperature drop will result 

in unused solution being circulated back to the hotter zone.   If velocities are 

less than those required by equation (74), growth will be slower than is proper 

and a "starvation" effect may occur at the crystal face with solvent inclusions. 

When natural convection is used to accomplish transfer across the 

temperature drop, calculated estimates of the velocity of fluid flow may be 

uncertain by as much as a factor of ten.   Relations which permit estimates of 
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t onvective flow are generally not available for special geometrical shapes in 

the growing zone or do not consider the effects of stirring.   Nevertheless, 

estimates of convective flow are useful in establishing working temperature 

drops and showing the approximate fluid velocities that may be expected. 

If the mass of melt swept by the crystal face per hour, m, is moved by 

natural convection, it is necessary to first establish whether ~ '.rural convection 

can take place before estimates of the flow can be made. 

The condition which relates the onset of convective flow to the tem- 

perature drop across a horizontal liquid zone in the growth crucible was given 

in Section 2.5 for e static liquid without rotation.   This is, 

where 

and 

a L 9 > 1108 

a        is the convective modulus of the liquid 

L        is the thickness of the horizontal liquid zone 

$        is the temperature difference between the top and 

bottom of the liquid layer 

If the value of the solution constants are taken as 
3 

p = 4. 44 gm/cm 

p. ■ 9. 8 x 10    gm/cm sec 

K = 3. 02 cal cm/sec cm2 °K 

0= 8. 65 x 1Q~4/°K 

(75) 

The value of c   for the 80 mole percent LaF„ 
P 3 20 mole percent A1?CL solution 

is computed from the expression, 

[0.20 (2 + 3) + 0.80 (1 + 3) ] 8 c    = 
P 0.20 x 101.96 + 0.80 x 195. 92 
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as, 

c    =   0.19 cal/gm K 
P 

and g is taken as 980. 665 cm/sec . 

The value of the convectlve modulus, a, which is given by the 

expression 
c 

o c 
P 

P cgj0 
a  = (46) 

uK 

is computed to be 

a =   1620 cm"3 °C_1 

Therefore, a liquid depth, L, of one centimeter and a temperature 

difference, 0, of 1 C should be sufficient to ensure the establishment of 

convectlve flow when there is no rotation in the liquid. 

Having determined the minimum conditions necessary for the establish- 

ment of natural convectlve flow, the magnitude of the convectlve flow may be 

estimated from equations (53) and (55). 

K 
V     (gm/cm  sec) = :;— 

av Lc 
0.208 tS1*-1] 

or (76) 

v     (cm/sec) =   ~ 
av p 

av (gm/cm  sec) 

The average convectlve flow created by a 20 C temperature drcp in a 

crucible without stirring has been estimated for the 80 mole percent LaF. - 

20 mole percent Al O   solution at 1450 C for two crucible depths.   One, a 

depth of 2 1/2" corresponds to the probable depth a    andard molybdenum 

1 1/2" diameter x 2 5/8" crucible might be filled.   The other depth 5" corresponds 

to the depth a standard 4" diameter x 6" crucible might be filled.   The results 
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for a 20 C temperature difference between the bottom and top of the liquid 

layers are, 

2 1/2" depth 

5" depth 

V      =   0.17 gm/sec cm' 
av 

•»* 0. 04 cm/sec 

V av = 0. 15 gm/sec 2 cm 

as 0. 03 cm/sec 

The estimates of convective flow are given first in terms of gm sol/ 
2 

cm   sec and then converted to cm/sec because natural convective flow between 

horizontal layers tends to occur in cells spread uniformly across the horizontal 

areas.   Ascending and descending streams are grouped together in each cell. 

The actual velocity of an ascending or descending stream may vary over the 

cell so that the values of velocity given are averages calculated from the 

average mass flow.   These values are for an essentially static system without 

stirring. 

A 20 C difference for T. - T_ was chosen for the calculation since this 

is a temperature difference which is conveniently established experimentally at 
o o 

temperatures of 1400 C to 1500 C.   The values of average convective fluid 

velocity estimated for the 20 C drop are small.   It can be shown that an even 

smaller temperature difference is sufficient to provide convective flow which 

satisfies the screw dislocation growth rate. 

If a screw dislocation mode of growth is assumed and the rate for this 

mode as given by equation (9) is substituted for (dr/dt)     in the defining 

equation for the thermal gradient method, the result for a LaF   - Al?0   flux 

solution is, 
20 m 

AT 
P  P rcrs 'LaF, 

F      cr 
w 

D g AS 
(77) 
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Using the expression for m of, 

Tl TT [o. 208 (L3
 a AT] L3aAT)1/4-l 

Equation (77) can be solved by trial und error. 

In the trial and error solution, the value of p, the interfacia1 energy 

of aluminum oxide in the flux is replaced with the product, k <r     v/here or o o 
is the value of the interfaclal energy of aluminum oxide in vacuum. 

The solution for AT depends on the values chosen for k, g, and A.   If 

the ratio k/gA equals unity, a temperature difference of 5 C across either the 

2 1/2" or 5" depth will provide sufficient convective flow to satisfy the screw 

dislocation mode of growth provided there is no stirring or forced rotation of 

the liquid. 

In practice, rotational stirring is essential as will be shown in the 

following section.   This type of stirring is needed not to effect transfer of 

solution from T. to T„, but to ensure that the flow of liquid past the growing 

crystal face is rapid enough to prevent solvent inclusions.   Temperature 

differences even smaller than 5 C may be required under these conditions 

because, as will be shown, restrictions upon the allowed undercooling are 

introduced when conditions are adjusted to prevent solvent inclusion during 

growth. 

5. 3    The Prevention of Solvent Inclusions 

The only microscopic crystal defects for which the conditions 

of formation are described by a formal relationship involving growth and 

solution properties are solvent inclusions.   These are formed when solution 

flowing across a growing crystal face becomes depleted of its supersaturatlon. 
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Two crystalline dimensions must be considered in estimating the 

size of crystals which may be grown without inclusions.   The first is the 

length of crystal face parallel to the flow of solution.   The second is the 

thickness of the crystal perpendicular to the solution flow.   While only the 

length of a perfect crystal face which can be grown parallel to the solution 

flow is treated by the theory, the face perpendicular to the flow, the thickness, 

is of great practical interest, for this dimension determines the total duration 

of a crystal growth experiment. 

The length of crystal face that may be grown without solvent inclusions 

may be estimated by Carlson's equation* This equation relates the rate of 

solute deposition on a flat plate to the velocity and supersaturation of the 

solution flowing over it.   The rate of deposition is constant over the surface 

but the supersaturation of the solution changes as solute is deposited.   The 

length of crystal that can be formed without inclusions under these conditions 

is 

0. 214 vD (c   - r,)2 

Xs" **/3(± *V (s6) 
VF dt  / \   sw / 

where 

v is the solution velocity (cm/sec) 
2 

D is the diffusion constant (cm /sec) 

c is the supersaturation concentration away from 

the plate (moles/cm ; 
3 

c is the equilibrium solubility (moles/cm ) 
o 

u 
P , is the dimensionless Schmidt number, P . = 

d    d     p   D 

3 s 

Hi is the fluid viscosity (gm/cm ), and p 
s 

is the fluid density (gm/cm) 
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and 

is the crystal density (gm/cm * 

T" is the rate of advance of the crystal face (cm/sec) 
dt 

The product (p /F     ) dr/dt is the growth rate in the dimensions of gm moles/cm . 

If dr/dt is assumed to be determined by the screw dislocation growth rate and 

the increment of supersolubility is expressed in the approximate form, 

C     a 
O 

C     AS AT 
o 

RT 
(78) 

Then the expression for X   becomes 

X    = s 

2 2 
85. 5 <r   v F        expl sw 

2 AS AT 

RT / 
1/3      2   2      2      2 

Pd pc9 

(79) 

From equation (56) it can be seen that the smaller the growth rate, dr/dt, 

the longer the crystal face which can be grown without inclusions.   If the time 

for growth is considered inversely proportional to the rate at which the crystal 

face advances, dr/dt, the length of the crystal parallel to the flow which can 

be grown without inclusion is proportional to the square of this time.   Consequentlyt 

for a given desired crystal thickness, the total duration of the growth period 

increases by the square root of the length of the crystal face. 

In the alternate formulation of equation (56), the dependence on the growth 

rate becomes a dependence on the inverse square of the undercooling, i.e., the 

greater the undercooling, AT, the shorter the crystal face that can be grown. 

Equation (79) also shows the inverse relationship of crystal length with the 

diffusion constant.   Small diffusion constants increase crystal perfection. 

The conditions whicn are required to produce crystal faces of aluminum 

oxide free from solvent inclusions when using the 80 mole percent LaF3 - 20 mole 

percent Al^O. flux can be estimated from equation (79).  In the estimates a tem- 

perature of 1477 C (1750°K) has been assumed. 
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For a 1 C undercooling, c   assumed equal to 0.00S12 moles Al O /cm , 

a screw dislocation mode of growth, and the values of \i, p, and D of Section 

4. 3 a value of X   is computed equal to, 

X   = 1. 7 x 10~3 v (cm) (80) s 

If the same calculation is repeated for a 5 C undercooling, the value 

of X   becomes, 
s 

X   =  6. 8 x 10"5 v (cm) (81) s 

The solution velocities which are required to obtain useful lengths of 

sapphire crystals from a LaF, - Al?Oo ^ux are quite large.   Löudise used 

stirring rates of 200 r. p.m. for the growth of YIG crystals from a BaO - BO 

flux (Ref. 2,40). 

If a rotation speed of 200 r.p.m. is assumed for the stirrer, and a radius 

of rotation equal to one-half the diameter of the crucible containing the melt, 

the speeds of flow across the crystal face can be estimated.   These are: 

1. 5" diameter crucible - V = 20 cm/sec 

4" diameter crucible - V = 53 cm/sec 

When these speeds are used in the expressions for X   at 1 C and 5 C 

undercooling (equation    and   ) the results are: 

X   -   1. 5" diameter crucible 
s _, 

1 C undercooling = 0. 3 x 10     cm 

5 C undercooling = 1 x 10    cm 

X   -   4" diameter crucible s 
1 C undercooling = 0.9 x 10     cm 

5 C undercooling = 4 x 10     cm 

These results for X   predict that for 1 1/2" and 4" diameter crucibles, s 
only crystal face lengths of the order of a millimeter can be produced without 

solvent inclusions at 1 C or 5 C undercoolings and stirring rates of 200 r.p.m. 
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These lengths can be increased if smaller undercoolings can be maintained in 

the growth system.   Ai 

factor of 100, so that 

o 
the growth system.   An undercooling of 0.1 C, increase the value of X   by a 

9 

3 cm (1.5" diameter crucible) 
X     0.1 C undercooling 

9 cm (4" diameter crucible) 

It is clear from the estimates of solution velocities produced by convection 

in Section 5. 2. 2, ~ 0.04 cm/sec, that large crystals without solvent inclusions 

could not be produced with even a 1 C undercooling if solution flow across the 

crystal face were provided only by convection. 

The practical difficulty in using very small undercoolings to grow long 

crystal faces free of solvent inclusions is the long time required to increase 

the crystal size (thickness) in a direction perpendicular to the solution flow. 

If the growth rate by the screw dislocation mode is computed for the 

0.1 C undercooling, the value of dr/dt is: 

* A    9 
— =   1.1 x 10 q    ~   (cm/hr) (82) 
dt K 

This corresponds to a growth of 0.96 g/k cm/yr.   Again the major uncertainty 

is in the value of k, the ratio of the crystal interfacial energy in the solution 

to its energy in vacuum.   If k has a value near 0.1, the rate of growth of perfect 

crystals could correspond to a centimeter per month at a 0.. 1 C undercooling. 

5.4     Factors which Influence Crystal Perfection 

In order to find new fused salt solvents which could lead to the 

growth of more perfect crystals or to the growth of larger crystals free of solvent 

inclusions, it is useful to examine Carlson's equation (56) in terms of crystal 

and solution variables.   Such an examination was begun in Section 5. 3 where 

substitutions for the supersolubility and growth rate produced equation (79). 
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If this latter equation is further modified by using the Stokes Einstein equation 

to express the diffusion constant in terms of the radius of the diffusing ion or 

molecule and the viscosity of the solution, the result is, 

X   = 605 s 

2 ,.2/3   1/3     1/3 v er  (r)      n       p exp 
   s U3& 2AS ATX        2 

RT    /   sw (83) 

where 

s 

and 

rc 

AS 

AT 

T 

R 

F sw 

N 

is the velocity of solution sweeping along the crystal 

face (cm/sec) 
2 

is the interfacial surface energy of the crystal (cal/cm ) 

is the radius of the diffusing molecule (cm) 

is the viscosity of the solution (gm/cm sec) 

is the density of the solution (gm/cm j 

is the density of the crystal (gm/cm } 

is the entropy change on precipitation of aluminum 

oxide (cal/ C mole) 

is the undercooling of the solution ( K) 
o is the temperature where growth occurs, (  K) 

is the gas constant (cal/  K mole) 

is the molecular or formula weight of the solute 

is Avogadro's number 

It can be seen that not only is the length of crystal which can be grown 

without inclusion directly proportional to the solution velocity, and inversely 

proportional to the square of the undercooling but that the crystal length is 

proportional to the square of the interfacial surface energy.   Consequently, 

high interfacial surface energies which lower the screw dislocation growth rate, 

greatly increase the length of crystal which can be grown free of inclusions. 
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Contrary to most conventional thinking about desired flux properties, 

the solution viscosity itself has little effect on the length of the crystal which 

may be produced free of inclusions.   The same may be said for the solution 

density.   Both of these factors affect the crystal length by the one-third power. 

The radius of the solute ion or molecule, r, which is not amenabls to change 

enters into the expression for X   as the two-thirds power. (16) 
s 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS ANr RECOMMENDATIONS 

A study has been conducted of the solution variables and crystal 

growing parameters which control the growth of large perfect crystals of 

sapphire and ruby from fused salt solvents.   The objectives of the program 

were twofold:   (1) to identify and understand the dominant variables in the 

flux growth of ruby and sapphire, and (2) to provide means for predicting the 

sizes, shapes   temperature gradients, and cooling rates of crystal growing 

systems which would lead to the optimum production of ruby and sapphire 

from given fused salt solvents.   The study contained both experimental 

measurements and theoretical analyses.   The results of the study are: 

1. The development of a set of working formulas for the prediction 

of suitable growth conditions from fused salt fluxes.   Formulas are presented 

for the efficient development of supersaturation by the slow cooled and thermal 

gradient methods and for determining the conditions necessary to prevent 

solvent inclusions, the common defect of flux grown crystals.   The formulas 

have been obtained either from the open literature on crystal growth, by 

derivation, or by modification of crystal growing equations for other media. 

They include means for predicting the change of solubility with temperature 

when measured data are not available, means for estimating the probable 

magnitude of convection currents, means for predicting the effects of stirring, 

and means for estimating the conditions which may cause homogeneous 

nucleation. 

2. Specification of the qualities which make growth of refractory 

oxides from fused salt fluxes a unique crystal growing problem. The primary 

distinction between fused salt fluxes and other crystal grovving solvents has 

been shown to be due oniy to the high temperatures.    These lower the free 

energy available for crystal growth with a concomitant reduction in the 
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supersaturation possible from given undercoolings. 

3. The factors which control the growth rate of aluminum oxide from 

fused salt fluxes have been examined.   The examination included consideration 

of the screw dislocation mode of growth, the mononuclear mode of growth, the 

poiynuclear mode of growth, diffusion controlled growth, and heat flux controlled 

growth. 

4. Experimental determinations of the density and viscosity of an 

80 mole percent LaF- - 20 mole percent Alo^s **ux as a *unction °* temperature 

have been made and the results reported.   Equipment was consu acted to 

determine the solubility of A1?0» in the same flux but determinations of this 

solubility did not prove successful. 

5. The formulas for predicting growth conditions have been applied 

to the growth of aluminum oxide from an 80 mole percent LaF. - 20 mole percent 

Al-O- flux.   Equations are given for the cooling rate to be employed for a slow 

cooling method of generating supersaturation, and for the temperature gradients 

and solution flows required if the thermal gradient method of generating super- 

saturation is used.   The lengths of crystals which could be grown free of solvent 

inclusions have been estimated for two crucible sizes, and three undercoolings. 

It has been concluded that: 

1. The screw dislocation mode of growth is probably the dominant 

growth process for sapphire and ruby at moderate undercoolings in the fluxes 

of interest.   Limitations upon the growth rate from heat dissipation processes 

are not expected to occur during the flux growth of sapphire and ruby except 

for special experimental arrangements. 

2. The rate of homogeneous nucleation of sapphire and ruby nuclei 

in fused fluxes between 1400 C and 1500 C is probably very low at undercoolings 

up to 20 C.   The production of batches of many small crystals must occur 
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from large undercoolings or from the introduction of heterogeneous nuclei into 

the melts. 

3. Any batch growth process for the flux growth of large sapphire 

and ruby crystals must allow for mass solvent flow within the container 

by stirring.   Convection and diffusion rates along are not sufficient to produce 

good crystals or more than microscopic size. 

4. The presence of solvent inclusions and similar defects in flux 

grown crystals is to be expected when batch experiments arc carried out 

without stirring.   Such defects are caused by hydrodynamic factors in the 

crystal growth system and should not be used as evidence against the exploitation 

of a particular fused salt flux. 

5. Growth of perfect crystals of sapphire or ruby from fused salt 

solvents in general will require relatively large diameter crucibles (4" or more), 

high stirring rates (200 r.p.m.), and small undercoolings.   The major problem 

which the crystal grower must face in attempting the growth of large perfect 

sapphire or ruby crystals from a fused salt solvent, such as the 80 mole percent 

LaF. - 20 mole percent Al O   solvent, is caused by the total time needed to 

produce a crystal of a desired thickness. 

It is recommended that: 

1. The flux technique of crystal growth be considered a use- 

ful working tool for the growth of large perfect crystals of refractory materials. 

Present difficulties with the method can be overcome by planned logical effort. 

2. The factors which are needed to predict conditions for the 

crystal growth of ruby, sapphire and other technologically important refractory 

oxides be investigated.   These factors are: 

a.    Solute solubilities 

Measurement of the solute solubilities which 

include the densities of the saturated fluxes are required. 
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b. The diffusion constant of the solutes in their fluxes 

Direct measurements of the diffusion constants 

for solutes are desirable but estimates of their magnitude 

may be obtained from viscosity measurements upon the 

molten fluxes». 

c. The interfaciai energies of crystalline solutes in the 

fluxes 

Measurements and/or calculations of crystalline 

interfaciai energies in fluxes are urgently needed.   The 

probable mode of growth in fused salt solvents, the screw 

dislocation process, causes the length of crystal? which 

can be grown free of solvent inclusions to be dependent on 

the square of the interfaciai energy.   The time period re- 

quired for growth is directly proportional to the interfaciai 

energy. 

3. Preliminary appraisals be made for a number of fused salt 

solvents which have shown promise for the growth of single crystals of re- 
i 

fractory oxides now unobtainable by other growth methods.   These appraisals 

should encompass predictions of probable changes in solubility with temperature, 

cooling rates or temperature gradients, and length   of crystals which can be 

expected to be grown without solvent inclusions. 

4, A detailed study be carried out upon the factors which 

influence the distributions of dopants in flux grown crystals. 
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I.        INTRODUCTION 

Work on Contract No. AF 19(628)-6656 is directed to solution 

studies on fused salt systems in order to provide information for the 

growth of sapphire and ruby crystals.   The program includes experi- 

mental measurements and estimates of the sizes, shapes and tem- 

perature gradients of crystal growing systems required for flux 

growth. 

During the first quarter a library search of the available flux 

systems for ruby growth was carried out.   The initial results of this 

study were issued in the form of a technical report, ASE-1100, Syn- 

thetic Spinel Flux Growth Survey (Ref.  1).   The study covered the 

published literature from 1907 to 30 August 1965. 

The results of the literature survey and the recent work by 

Dugger (Ref. 2) indicate that studies of solubilities and phase equi- 

libria for melts of the alkaline earth fluorides and aluminum oxide are 

needed before further progress on the growth of large crystals can be 

expected.   An experimental program to determine these variables has 

been initiated. 
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II.       TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

Flux techniques offer promise of producing the most perfect 

sapphire and ruby crystals for laser use.   Dislocation counts less 

by a factor of ten than the best crystals from the Verneuil or Czochral- 

ski processes have been produced by flux methods (Ref. 3, 4, 5).   How- 

ever, to date, sapphire and ruby crystals grown by the technique have 

been small, often contained flux inclusions, and have shown twinning 

and inhomogeneous doping. 

The defects of flux grown crystals arise from two different sets 

of variables.   The first of these is the solubility temperature relation- 

ships which control nucleation and the total nutrient material avail- 

able for growth.   The second is the transfer variables which control 

the flow of heat and mass to and from the growing crystal face. 

Solubility temperature data for aluminum oxide flux systems are 

rare.   Previous interest has concentrated on those reactions of alumi- 

num oxide which are of interest to ceramists rather than those of im- 

portance to crystal growth.   The systems which have been used for 

flux growth of sapphire and ruby have been summarized by Cobb, 

Adamski, and Wallis (Ref. 6).   Previous work has been almost exclu- 

sively confined to lead based systems. 

The most interesting unstudied systems with vapor pressures 

low enough to allow work with open crucibles are those bused on LiF, 

MgF , BaF , and MnF .   These materials have melting temperatures 

below 1300 C and because of their fluoride anions should be good 
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solvents for oxides. Cerous fluoride (CeFJ, melting point 1430 C, 

and lanthanum fluoride, melting point 1493°C, are additional possi- 

bilities. 

It is planned to determine the temperature dependence of the 

solubility of aluminum oxide in these fluxes during the next working 

periods.   The solubilities and specifications of the phases which pre' 

cipitate should clarify the usefulness of these fluxes for ruby and 

sapphire growth. 
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I.        INTRODUCTION 

Work on Contract No. AF 19(628)-5656 is concerned with studies on 

fused salt systems with the purpose of providing growth factor data for the flux 

growth of sapphire and ruby crystals.   The problem includes experimental 

measurements of the sizes, shapes, and temperature gradients of systems 

used in fiux growth. 

During the second quarter, techniques were devised for studying the 

solubility and supersolubility relations of aluminum oxide and its compounds 

in fluoride based fluxes.   These techniques are to be applied to fluxes found 

in the AFCRL survey (Ref.  1).   The solubility data obtained in the study 

should delineate the regions where spontaneous nucleation can be expected 

and permit cooling schedules which avoid the onset of single crystal growth 

from multiple sites. 

The rationale behind the experimental approach and the equipment now 

under construction is described in Section II. 
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II.       TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

A large number of flux systems suitable for the growth of sapphire have 

become available as a result of recent work. 

Dugger (Ref.  1) has studied 63 flux systems for potential use as media 

for the growth of aluminum oxide crystals (corundum).   Crystals of corundum 

were found in the cooled matrixes of 23 of the fluxes.   A substantial number 

of the other fluxes produced crystals with a spinel structure. 

The technique of growth used for the survey studies,  slow cooling through 

a 300   temperature range for a period of about 50 hours, produced a large crop 

of seed crystals which inhibited the growth of large single crystals.   The 

occurrence of this excessive nucleation is characteristic of flux growth by 

a slow cooling technique. 

Multiple nucleation can be avoided by forced growth upon a seed crystal. 

An exact knowledge of the solubility temperature relationships of the aluminum 

oxide in the flux is needed to accomplish this.   In addition, a controlled 

temperature gradient in the growth chamber is necessary.   With sufficient 

information about solubilities and the establishment of a suitable temperature 

gradient in the chamber, growth of large crystals from a flux can be accomplisheu 

by either slow cooling in the presence of a seed or use of a constant average 

temperature within the crucible and effecting solute transfer to the seed through 

convection produced by the temperature gradient (Ref.  2). 

Techniques suitable for the precise determination of solubilities in the 

temperature regions of interest to the present program (1000   to 1600 C) have 

been described by Barton, et al, Friedman, Tucker and Joy (Ref.  3, 4, and 5). 

Two types of measurements are required, thermal analysis and quenching studies. 
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Thermal analyses (cooling curves) is used to locate the temperatures 

of the phase reactions which occur at fixed temperatures.   These comprise 

eutectic, peritectic and congruent melting reactions.   Quenching studies are 

used to locate the liquidus boundaries and determine the primary phases 

present at temperature. 

The thermal analysis apparatus under construction for the flux studies 

is shown in Figure 1.   Flux is held in a crucible (molybdenum for the fluoride 

fluxes) placed in a machined graphite block.   The container block has a 

machined cover through which a stirrer, inert gas feed and thermocouple are 

inserted.   The whole apparatus is heated in a 2" diameter globar furnace 

lined with a high temperature alumina tube.   Temperature is measured with a 

platinum - platinum rhodium thermocouple and an Esterline Angus potentiometric 

recorder. 

The gradient quenching apparatus is shown in Figure 2.   A temperature 

gradient is established along the block by prior positioning in the furnace. 

The temperatures within th«1 block are read by thermocouples.   A tube contain- 

ing flux with a known composition by weight is placed within the block, 

allowed to come to thermal equilibrium and then dropped from the block into 

oil.   The relationships of the flux and precipitates at various temperatures 

are determined by noting the condition of the solidified flux as a function of 

its longitudinal position in the tube.   The contemplated fluxes and temperatures 

necessitate that the initial quenching block be constructed from a molybdenum 

rod.   To avoid the difficulty of making long holes in molybdenum, the rod will 

be sectioned and the holes cut in each half with a milling machine.   The 

machined halves will then be fastened together.   The quenching block contains 

a 1/4" center hole in which is placed the quenching tube.   Six side holes 

5/32" in diameter lead into the central chamber.   These holes are for the 

introduction of thermocouples. 
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The quenching tubes for the fluoride fluxes will be constructed of 

1/8" diameter molybdenum tubing having a 0.016 wall thickness.   The 

tubes will be filled with previously fused melts and crimpeH -*. approximately 

1/4" intervals to allow precise determination of the temperatures where 

specific phases occur. 
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III.      DISCUSSION 

Seeded growth of perfect corundum and spinel crystals from a molten 

flux has never been reported although technically this should be easier to 

accomplish than growth by the methods now employed.   The information needed 

for controlled growth is (1) a knowledge of the possible fluxes, (2) good 

solubility data for the most promising fluxes, and (3) proper growth chamber 

design to provide a uniform flow of nutrient to the growth crystal. 

The work now underway at the AFCRL Laboratories is steadily revealing 

new and more powerful flux systems.   The determination of solubilities for 

the most promising of these systems will require tedious and lengthy measure- 

ments.   These measurements are essential to success in extrapolating to 

larger growth systems. 
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I.        INTRODUCTION 

Contract No. AF 19(628)-5656 is directed to experimental measurements 

of fused salt systems and calculations of the sizes, shapes, and probable 

temperature gradients required for the growth of crystals from such systems. 

The purpose of both the experimental and calculation programs is to provide 

growth factor data for the flux growth of sapphire and ruby crystals.   The 

solution parameters which are to be investigated by experimental measurement 

are solubility, supersolubility, vapor pressure, viscosity and density. 

In the first quarter of the program, a complete library search of the 

available flux systems for ruby, sapphire, and spinel was performed using 

Chemical Abstracts as the primary reference source.   The results were issued 

as a report (Ref.  1). 

In the second quarter, methods for the determination of solubility and 

supersolubility in the temperature regions of interest were studied.   Equipment 

for these measurements was designed, and construction of the equipment 

initiated. 

During the third quarter of the program, the construction of equipment 

for solubility and supersolubility studies was completed.   The design of equip- 

ment for density, viscosity, and vapor pressure measurements at high temper- 

atures was carried out and construction of this equipment begun.   In addition, 

a method of analyzing the complex differential thermal analysis data now 

becoming available for fused salt systems was devised at the request of the 

Project Scientist. 

The theory behind the density, viscosity, and vapor pressure measure- 

ments, and the equipment now under construction is described in Section II. 

An example of the method of treating differential thermal analysis data is 

given in Section III. 
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The parameters which are needed to make predictions about convective 

flow and critical length are the density, viscosity, and the variation of density 

with temperature.   Although the thermal conductivity enters into the equations 

as an additional constant, this should be a slowly varying function at the 

temoeratures of interest.   It can be estimated from analogous solution data. 

Determination of Density - Several methods are available for the deter- 

mination of liquid densities at high temperatures (Ref. 4).   The Archimedean 

method has been chosen for the current program.   In this technique a molybdenum 

bob is weighed in air, then immersed in the molten salt and weighed again.   The 

difference in the two weights, the buoyancy, B, is determined by the volume 

and density of the bob, the density of the liquid, and the surface tension of the 

liquid. 

The equation relating the various parameters is, 

weight of bob in vacuum - weight of bob in liquid = 

weight of liquid displaced + effective weight of the 

liquid column v/hich rises on the supporting wire 

from surface tension. 

In symbols     B =   V'p   - 2vr\ cose, 

where B, the buoyancy, is the weight difference, 

V_ is the volume of the bob and the portion of the supporting 

wire which is immersed, 

p. is the density of the liquid, 

r  is the radius of the wire, 

■y is the surface tension of the molten salt, 

and 0 is the contact angle of the melt against the supporting wire. 

If two different sized bobs are used, supported by wire of the same radius 

which is immersed to the same depth, the effects of surface tension can be 
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eliminated by writing equations for the two bobs, subtracting one from the 

other, and solving for p   . 

Thus, Bj = VT1Pj - 2 *T\ cose . 

B2 = VT2P1 ~ 2n>i cose» 

Bl   "B9 P. =    _I 2. 
1 Tl      TZ 

Since the volume of the bobs must be measured at room temperature, 

a correction must be made for the volume change caused by 

thermal expansion.   This can be inserted in the equation as a 

multiplying factor, and the equation written in terms of bob 

volumes at room temperature. 

Thus, p   =     Bl " B2 
A   (V   - V )   ' 

Tv 1       21 

where V   and V   are now bob volumes at room temperature, 

and A    is the thermal expansion of the bob metal from room 

temperature to the fused salt temperature. 

An apparatus patterned after the one used by MacKenzie (Ref.  5) has been 

designed for the liquid density measurements of the program.   Figure 1 is a 

schematic drawing of this acparatus.   A standard Troemner chainweight specific 

gravity balance is used for the determination of the buoyancy.   This apparatus 

has a specific gravity range of 0 to 2.100 and an accuracy within i 0. 0001. 

The range will be extended to 4.0000 for the fused salt systems under study 

by using an additional counterweight.   The bobs are to be machined from 

molybdenum and supported on a tungsten wire.   A molybdenum crucible will 

contain the melt. 

Immersion of the bob will be controlled by supporting the crucible on an 

alumina pedestal which can be raised or lowered by a lab jack with a pointer 
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and scale to indicate the distance traveled.   Careful elevation of the pedestal 

and crucible Is made until a pronounced movement of the suspension is observed. 

The position on the scale is noted and the lab jack is raised the required distance 

to completely Immerse the bob. 

The temperature of the melt will be determined either by a thermocouple 

beside the crucible or by a direct reading of the surface temperature using a 

pyrometer. 

Determination of Viscosity - Fused salts generally have viscosities 

measured in centipoises and comparable to that of water (Ref. 6).   No data for 

fluoride melts could be found however, although Klemm (Ref. 7) has tabulated 

all the available data for fused salts.   It has been assumed that fused fluoride 

melts are similar to other fused halide melts. 

The technique which has been chosen for the measurement of viscosities 

during the current program is that of the oscillating bob.   This method is 

recommended for viscosity determinations when values in the centipoise range 

are expected (Ref. 8). 

The pertinent aspects of the method are shown in Figure 2.   A molybdenum 

bob supported on a tungsten wire is immersed to a fixed depth in the molten salt, 

and put into a rotational oscillation.   The angular swing is observed by light 

reflected from a mirror attached to the wire and focused on a galvanometer scale. 

The decrease in amplitude during successive swings is noted and the logarithmic 

decrement 
AX 

,  the amplitude during an oscillation divided by the amplitude 

at the beginning of the oscillation is calculated. 

The relationship between viscosity and logarithmic decrement has been 

given by Fawsitt (Ref. 9) as, 

x - xo= cl (PK)1/2 + C2H + c3fiP 
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where A and A   are the logarithmic decrements in the melt 

and in air respectively, 

H is the viscosity, 

p is the density of the liquid, 

and C. , C? , and C~ are constants of the apparatus which 

depend on immersion depth and end c.'earapce.   They 

can be determined by measurements upon liquids of 

known viscosity and density such as water, benzene, 

and chloroform. 

Vapor Pressure Determinations - Several methods are available for 

measurirg vapor pressures at elevated temperatures (Ref.  10).   The most con- 

venient technique, although limited to low pressures, is the determination 

of vapor pressure throvgh weight loss. 

Vapor pressures are determined from weight loss measurements by heating 

a weighed sample of known surface area for a measured period of time.   The 

sample is cooled, reweighed, and the vapor pressure calculated from the weight 

loss per unit area.   The method is considered applicable to the pressure range 

from lO"     to 10~J atm (Ref.  10). 

Vapor pressure determinations from weight loss measurements are feasible 

for the barium fluoride and magnesium fluoride systems of current interest for 
-3 

fused salt flux systems.   These materials have vapor pressures of 10     atm at 

an estimated 1400 C for magnesium fluoride and an estimated 1390 C for barium 

fluoride (Ref.  11). 

The equation which relates vapor pressure to weight loss is, 

44.4Pa 
Z = 

mr 

where Z is the rate of evaporation in moles per second per square 

centimeter of surface, 

P  is the equilibrium vapor pressure in atmospheres, 
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M Is the molecular weight of the substance in the 

gaseous state, 

a   is the accomodation coefficient, 

and T   is the absolute temperature in   K. 

The method is uncertain to the degree to which information is lacking 

about the species vaporizing and those present in the equilibrium gases. 

The coefficient a, the accomodation coefficient introduces another 
■ ■ 

uncertainty.   The accomodation coefficient is assumed to be equal to the 

condensation coefficient, which is defined as the fraction of the molecules 

striking a surface which stick to the surface during condensation.   Barring 

an alternate method of determining a, it is usually assumed to be equal to 

unity in vapor pressure estimations. 
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III.     ANALYSIS OF D.T.A. DATA 

A method for analyzing the extremely complex D.T.A. curves now being 

obtained at the Crystal Physics Laboratories was developed during the quarter 

at the request of the Project Scientist. 

The problem to be solved is illustrated with the data of Dugger (Ref. 13) 

shown in Figure 3 which is taken from an article by that author submitted to 

the International Congress on Crystal Growth.   Figure 3 shows a typical 

differential analysis plot in which the difference emf developed between 

thermocouples immersed in an unknown sample and a reference material is 

plotted against the average temperature of the samples.   The difference emf 

developed between the two materials is caused by a steady rate of temperature 

increase in the furnace surrounding the samples.   The technique and theory 

of the method have been described in detail by Dugger (Ref.  12). 

The most significant feature of the plot shown in Figure 3 is the large 

number of peaks and flats.   Each o', these is believed to correspond to a phase 

change or a chemical reaction.   The D.T.A. data shown in Figure 3 are for an 

equimolar mixture of barium fluoride and magnesium fluoride.   Since the D.T.A. 

apparatus is extremely sensitive, phase changes or chemical reactions for 

magnesium fluoride alone, magnesium fluoride with absorbed water, barium 

fluoride alone, barium fluoride with absorbed water, and for solutions and 

compounds formed between the barium fluoride and magnesium fluoride may be 

present on the plot. 

The problem is to match specific peaks with known reactions or phase 

changes.   It is further complicated by tne fact that although the temperatures 

at which individual peaks occur, when they do occur, are relatively constant, 

Cll 
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many peaks disappear and reappear in successive runs.   A number of D. T.A. 

tracings ore usually made to ensure that a complete study has been accom- 

plished. 

A method of treating the large number of tracings produced by these 

studies is shown in Figures 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D.   The data have been supplied 

by the AFCRL Project Scientist.   In these figures, the peaks and flats of D. T. A. 

thermograms have been plotted as horizontal lines arranged vertically according 

to the temperature at which they appear.   Hence, the complex curve of Figure 

3 is now represented by a column of horizontal lines. 

Figure 4A presents side by side D. T.A. thermograms for eight runs upon 

equimolar barium fluoride, magnesium fluoride mixtures.   The thickness of the 

lines has been drawn equal to the estimated uncertainty in the temperature 

determinations. 

The general shape of each perturbation in the D. T.A. thermogram is 

indicated beside its line by a letter, as F, for flat; P, for peak; Exo P, heat 

evolving peak; etc.   The temperatures at which peaks or flats could be expected 

because of recorded phase changes, i. e.    The melting point of magnesium 

fluoride   are indicated on the right hand margin of Figure 4A. 

The D. T.A. data in Figures 4B, 4C, u.id 4D have been plotted in the same 

way to the same scale but have been printed in different colors on transparent 

overlays so that they may be placed over the data of Figure 4A.   This is desirable 

to allow matching of thermogram perturbations. 

Figure 4B (yellow) shows the D. T.A. profile for two thermograms in which 

dried aluminum oxide, the customary reference standard, was run against hydrated 

aluminum oxide.   It can be seen that some of the peaks of Figure 4B match those 

of Figure 4A and it is probable that those peaks in Figure 4A which do so match 

were ceased by the reference aluminum oxide absorbing water between runs on 

the equimolar barium fluoride and magnesium fluoride mixtures. 

C 13 



Figure 4C (blue) shows D. T.A. profiles for so-called "hydrated" 

magnesium fluoride.   Again, some of the peaks match those of Figure 4A 

as well as those of Figure 4B. 

Finally, Figure 4D (red) shows D. T.A. profiles for "anhydrous" 

magnesium fluorides.   The general reproducibility of the apparatus is shown 

by the matching of lines with the melting point of magnesium fluoride. 

The purpose of the study described here was to develop a simple and 

accurate technique capable of grouping large amounts of data into a form 

suitable for comparison and review.   This has been achieved.   The method 

is simple.   The plots can be drawn by the scientist on transparent drafting 

paper and can be printed using a standard drafting room Ozalid machine. 

The transparent overlays are made with specially treated Ozalid paper which 

is also commercially available.   The preliminary analysis already made indicate 

that the method is useful. 
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Contract No. AF 19(628)-5656 is directed to experimental measurements 

of fused salt systems and calculations of the sizes, shapes, and probable 

temperature gradients required for the growth of crystals from such systems. 

The purpose of the experimental and calculation programs is to provide growth 

data for sapphire and ruby crystals.   The solution parameters which are to be 

investigated by experimental measurement are supersolubility, vapor pressure, 

viscosity, and density. 

During the first three quarters the available flux systems for ruby, 

sapphire and spinel were reviewed.   Methods for the determination of solu- 

bility, supersolubility, density, viscosity, and vapor pressure were chosen 

and the construction of equipment for such measurements was initiated.   During 

the fourth quarter the construction of equipment was completed and the apparatus 

applied to the study of fused salt systems. 

Two r./stems were recommended for study by the AFCRL Project Officer. 

These are a mixture of 80 mole per cent cerium fluoride and 20 mole per cent 

aluminum oxide and a mixture of 80 mole per cent lanthanum fluoride and 20 

mole per cent aluminum oxide.   The results of the measurements upon these 

systems and the implications of the data to crystal growth from these systems 

will be presented in the Final Report for the project. 

In addition to work upon the measurement of the fused salt solution 

parameters discussed above, work was also carried out upon the analysis 

of differential thermal analysis data by the method described in the Third 

Quarterly Progress Report (Ref.  1). 
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ABSTRAGT 

A literature search was made through Chemical Abstracts from 

1907 to 30 August 1965. 

The following key words were used for this survey: 

Crystals, growth of 

Crystallization 

Crystallization, apparatus 

Fluxes 

Fluorides 

Ruby 

Spinel 

This literature search was conducted by J. A. Adamski and 

E. B. Wallis.   A total of fifty-six (56) abstracts were accumulated. 
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1921 - 1943 

Artitkial predou« ttoaee. Hj. SJOGUN. Arktbtk Swtnska Vtt.-Akud. 1921, 
288-313; tHutraUf. Abttracls 1, 382.—A review of the literature on artificial gem- 
•UM* 'corundum and spied) dealing with f.;cir production on a com. scale, and the 
Criteria for dietinguiehing them from natu- T1 stones. B. F. H. 

ArtUdal magnesia spinel. F. J. To«. U. S. 1,448.010. Mar. 13. A mist, 
contf. MgO and AhO» and a reducing agent such as coke is electrically smiled at a 
temp, stiffkiently high to fuse the ores and reduce a portion of the metallic impurities 
to metallic font, the fused product is allowed to cool and the metallic impurities arc 
atpd. to obtain an artificial spinel for use as a refnuttry 

Ron on Ijlfculi Coraaeum ana Spins». G. F. Hnsnr Ösirni. Mineral 
Dept, British Museum. Mintroi. Mag., i$, tSJ-5.—A description is given of the 
method «awl ir the preparation of syathctk rallies. An artificial blue stone, called 
"Hope sapphire" by the trade, «fa* shows to be spinel. W. T. SCHAU*«. 

Reactions on heating Sulfides, carbides, suicides, phosphides, silicates and spinels 
with alkaline csrth oxides. J. A. lliiUVAIA. Svtnsk Kern. Tids. 37, lou-73<1025).— 
The substances indicated in the title «ere mixed with ilk. earth oxides and heated, 
tlie lirst .1 groups ill the pre «nee of air or ft, Die others in Ni. BaO. SrO, 
CaO, MgO is the order of rcac:ion intensity except with AgiS, with which CaO and 
MgO are rev« ed. UaO stands apart from the others in reacting at a defi- 
nitely lower temp. This is explained by the formation of BaOt. The sulfides are 
ZnS. AK:S and CiisS and their type reaction is: BaO + ZnS + 20i - BaSO« •*- ZoO. 
Fur lt.if) reactions «ith the sulfides in the order given the temps arc 321 *, 313* and 312*, 
irsn. In the graphs arc shewn striking bends in the curves at the critical temps, for 
BaO and Sri) but not for CaO and MgO. Cu»S dilTers front the oilier 2 in that the 
reactions with the oilier alk. earth oxides all take place at .'{77° instead of from 400* to 
515*. 'liiere is a fundamental change in the Cn.S at this temp., z conception supported 
|,y the sudden reaction with ft at 383*. The alk. earth oxides reacting with Cr,Ci, 
Pi Si:, Cal'j conform in kind with the sulfides ami yield carlwnatcs, silicates ami phos- 
phates, rep. The temps, arc also similar; t. f, for IliO 3-i3\ 329* and 331*. resp. 
1", r |h; other alk. earth oxides the temps, arc in excess of 100*. BaO-FcSit react 
explosively. The silicates were heated in N» and are represented by wollastonite, 
in-tuitc, sil'imanitc and rhodonite. The reactions gave metal oxides and alk. earth 
silicates. For BaO the temps, »ere .154," 35-1*, 357* and .155", resp. The data for 
SrO arc nearly 100° more than these and for CaO 200* more. MgO is not in- 
cluded in these or subsequent tests. The spinel:, were: ZnOAI:Oi, CoO AI:Oi, CuO- 
Al.O-, 1'YOCrjOi, CoC Cr,Oi. The roasting «as in N: and for the chromitc also ia ft. 
In the latter case the reaction takes place at the same temp, as in Kt and MCrOi is 
formell. The spinel reactions arc simple double decompns. except for the Co compd. 
in ft, which also gives CojO«. The temps, are comparable «ith those for the silicates, 
except in that the table shows less difference between SrO and CaO in the Zn spinel 
^•ric-s and the unusually high figure of 700° for a CuOAIjft. A. R. Rose 

rynthetie spinels. Ekbcrt I.cderle and Kodolf Brill 
(to I. G. Farbcuind. A.-G.). U. S. 2,122,180, June 28 
See Fr. 824,040 (C.A. 32. 0016'). .June«!. 

Production of synthetic gems. E, H. Kraus. Am. 
Mineral. 22, 20»i(l«37).—A description of certain phase's 
oi manufacturing processes and the characteristic proper- 
ties of synthetic ruby, sapphire, spinel and emerald. 

B.C. P. A. 

Fluoride as flux. L. Vielhabcr. Emaitwaren-Ind. 15, 
.111-1.1(1938).—Because of the scarcity of borax in 
Germany, other flux substitutes are being tested. Fluo- 
rides have a great er fluxing action than the alkalies. CaFi 
does not have t lie same fluxing action as N'aiAlF«. Andrews, 
who studiert the effect of fluorides on ihr deformation temp., 
explains thai i1) the more N'AiAlFi is replaced by CaFi, I he 
higher the deformation temp, becomes; (2) even if results 
are dependent on the coinpit. of llie batch, the hypothesis 
i^ correct that it must he possible to obtain a r duel ion m 
tin deformation point by Ihc simultaneous use of more 
fluorides: NaiAIFt, KsjSiFannd CaF«; (3) the ptoporlion 
m which these 3 substances are present is important. 
J'Apansion, opaeily and batrh coinpn. arc discussed. 
Conclusion; A formula with iow borax content can lie 
drtd. which uses fluorides and which will have satisfaetoiy 
properties and be •anily fusible, M V. Condoulc 

Effect of the addition «f aalt vapor on me eyafteaU and 
the crystal growth of spinel.   Tokili Noda and Masaiosi 
ilascgawa.    /. Soc. Chem. Ind., Jaffin 43. Suppl. bind- 
ing 72-3(1040).—The formation of spinel (1) f.oin powd. 
MgO and A!:0( by heating in the presence of alkali and 
•Ik. earth sail vapors in a stream of N't, at 1300* for 3 hrs., 
was increased 10-24%.    Max. yields were obtained willi 
XaC.   MgCIt, CiCli and NaCl helped to increase the 
crystal sue from 1.5 * lo2-3 n.   Although All,. NH,F and 
NaF induced large crystal formation, I was not pure, but 
was surrounded bv layers of fluorides        George Papps 
Reaction in the solid state at higher temperatures.   VII. 

The reaction between magnesium aside and aluminum 
slide in the solid state.   Yasuo Tanaka.   J. Ciiem. Soc. 
yjpun 62, 477-!i(1941); cf. C. A. 35, 4654*.—Two scries 
„I «pis. were performed: (1) The 3 mixts. MgO: AbOi - 
-1   11, 1:2 were healed at 1400° for 10 hrs.    (2) The 
i uiixls. MgO A1,0,  -   1:1, 1:2 were healed at  1000* 
l.ir :l hrs.    In '»lb cases the free MgO in the reaction 
products was deld. and the x-ray diffraction pattern of the 
products was taken.   The initial reaction product is always 
•juie spinel irrcspccli ;t of the ratio of the mixt. 

T. Katsurai . 
The ternary tyitum MgO-Al,0,-Cr,0,. W. T. Wilde 

aim W. J. Rees. Train, flrit. Ccratn. Soc. 42, 12.1-.Vi 
(1943).—A coiuprehensivc suidy of the systcii of refrac- 
tory oxides, MgO-AUOrCriOi, established or confinim! 
the following facts: (1) The binary system Al:0, C'r,0, 
shows comp'clc solid soln., with no complicating factors. 
The precise position of the solidus and liquidus phaM- 
boundaries remains to be detd. The suggestion that the 
usually observed in. p of 2000-208(1° is due to the forma- 
tion of a loner oxide has been disproved by the demonstra- 
tion that when reduction occurs, Cr metal is obtained in 
«quit, with the scsquioxidc. (2) The binary system MgO- 
AlrOi possesses only one compd., MgO.AI.O,, which can 
take a considerable aim. of alumina into solid soln. at high 
temps. No evidence has been obtained of any solid soln. 
of magnesia in MgO AI:Oj. It has been shown that alu- 
mina is pptd. from spinel-alumina solid soln. when cooling 
is slow. (1) The binary system MgO-CrjOj possesses one 
cempd., SlgO Cr:Oi It has been shown that whatever 
solid soln. of MgO or Cr:Oa docs occur, it is negligible in 
furnace-cooled specimens. On the basis of a thorough 
x-ray investigation of this pait of the system it has been 
concluded that no stable compd. of the formula 4MgO.- 
CriOi exists. (4) In the high-and the low-magnesia portion 
of the ternary system the lattice dimensions of the spinel 
compds. appear to depend solely on the relative propor- 
tions of Cr oxide and Al oxide present. The diffuse nat 
of the pattern of the rhombohcdral phase in the low- ma 
nesia portion of the system suggests that pptn. in the solid 
state may be taking place as in the MgO-AbOi binary, but 
thiscannot be taken as fully proved. A complete series of 
solid solus, is formed between MgO.AljO» and MgO.Crift. 
The scries is not completely regular and suggestions have 
been put forward to explain the irregularities. No ternary 
compds. are formed.   Bibiliography. H. F. K. 

Active magnesia. II. Adsorption of fluoride from 
aqueous solutions. Albeit 'Z Zettlcinoycr, I'-arl A. Zc'.tlc- 
mnycr, »ml Win. C. Walker (Lchigh liniv., Bethlehem, 
IV). J. Am. Gum. Sac. 60, 1312-15119(7); cf. C.A. 
41, 11411.—Studies of the adsorption of fluoride ion from 
solus, of NaF on a series of activated magnesias showed 
thai the rates of fluoride adsorption and of hydra! ion in- 
creased with increasing surface ana for powdered mag- 
nesia. However, no correlation was found betweiu sur- 
face areas and the equil. amounts of fluoride ion adsorbed 

Paul H. Emmrti 
The growth of barium titanate crystals. B. Matthias 

(Massachusetts ip5t. of Tcchnoi., Cambridge). /**».«. 
Ret. 73, b0S-9(194K); cf. C.A. 2, 1777£>. -To prep 
IiaTiO, crystals, melt 1 mole BaCij, 0.;*1 mole H.iCO., 
and (1.20 mole TiO, (50, 25, and 5 g , resp.) n I't or C in 
an atin. of N: cool the nic't Iroin 12i»il° to Win" within a 
few hrs. Dissolve the BaUi in water, and scp the 
excess IlaCOi. With a larger ami, of ItaCO,, hexagonal 
and monoclinic crystals, besii'cs small cubic ones, are 
obtained. A discoloration Caused by I't is partially 
removed by heating at 200° for a few hn. Reduction of 
TiOi by C gives bluish crystals: the crystals are decolor- 
ized by healing in 0 at COO-rtOO". G. M- l'etty 
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Reaction between solids. H. C. Castcll, S. Dilnot and 
MaryWarriugtoii. .Vo/BrtlS3.ii;Vi--J(lti«) -Thtforma- 
tion of spinel, MgAUO,, from MgO and n-AIOi »as in- 
vestigated at temps, above WOO*. This reaction is prob- 
ably characteristic o! others encountered in ihc ceramic 
and refiactory industries, and of the production of metals 
from their oxides by reduction will: Al. Tlicotclicalty 
spinel should be formed faster in a reducing aim. or m 
KICK« than in air. briquets coutg. finely powdered 
MgO and u-Al.-Oi were heated 1 hr. at IOtlO-1130*, and the 
spmel content was dctd. by x-ray (Cu A'o) analyst The 
briquets which contained 5% Mg (inclal) Rft heated in 
Kuao: they all showed a higher content of spinel than 
those without metallic Mg, which were heated in air at 
aim. pressure. At 1150", the spinel formation was 05% 
and 2o%, rcsp. G. M. Petty 

Apparatus for manufacturing synthetic crystal». General 
Electric Co. Ltd. and Kenneth W. Brown. Brit. 661,696, 
Nov. 28, I'.'jl. An app. for making multicolored synthetic 
crystals ul corundum in rod form is described and illustrated. 
A sep. container for each material, e.g. AUOi (I)for white, I 
plus Cr oxide for red, or I plus Fc and Ti oxides for blue, is 
contained in a chamber through which O is fed to an O-H 
burner Iwlow which the crystal is formed Each container 
has a line screen at the bottom, and feeding from it is ac- 
tuated by a vibrator. In opeiaiuu a change from one color 
lo another is made without interrupting crystallization. 

Edward S. Hanson 

Spinel »reduced by 1st« sintering reactions batvoM basic 
oxides and alumina. GOTO Yamaguchi (Tokyo Univ.). 
/. Ceram. Anoc. Japan 61, 594-9(19»).—Various mists, of 
f IgO, CoO, NiO, CuO, ZnO. MnO, and AI,Ot were heated 
to 900-1700* and the formation of spinel was studied by the 
x-ray powder method. Spinel is most easily formed in NiO 
and with diiTiculty in MnO. Intermediate are MgO, CoO, 
and ZnO, while CdO and CaO do not form spinel. 

X.. Tamasiki 
The system Al,0i Cr:0, and the red color of ruby. Erich 

Thilo and Jochen Jandcr (Huniboldt-lTniv., Berlin). 
Forickunien u. Forlsckr. 26, 35(1930); Chtm. Znitr. 1951, 
II, 049; cf. C.A. 45, 3217«, 0973«.—Cr is trivalcnt in all 
AlA-CriOi mixed crystals. Artificially produced mixed 
crystals of this kind show the pure red color of ruby only up 
to a CriOi content of about H%. Ai the Cr content is in- 
creased above this value, the color gradually changes to' 
green.. The lattice consls. lie between o « 4.7ti anil c - 
1.1.01 A. for AI.Q, and a - 4.9:1 and c - »3.51 A. for CriOi. 
The change in the lattice cor.sts. begins with the appearance 
nf ihe green color. The d. increases sharply in the red re- 
gion and thereafter increases slowly. Both ihe magnetism 
curve and that showing the reducibility of the Cr with H« 
show discontinuities at 8% CriO,. I'p to 7.2 mol. % Cr«Oi 
each Cr atom is surrounded by Al atoms only, while beyond 
this concn. Cr-Cr bonds must appear. The break which 
the phys. properties of the mixed crystals show at about this 
compn. is thus traceable to the appearance of electron 
bridges between adjacent Cr atoms. This must also ac- 
count for the color and the cond. of pure CriOi. 

M. G. Moore 
Solubility of »-alumina in flux on firing of corundum ce- 

ramics.    1. A. Uuktvin.    Storni» Nauck. Ruhnt   p« A'sim. 
■ Tthhnol. .Siltknlov (Moscow:   Cosudarst. Iidatel. Lit. po 
Stroitel. Materialam) 1956, 258-63;   Kejtroi. Zkur., Kkim. 
1957, Ahstr. No. 31472.—Study of the soly. of AUA in 
melts nf the ternary systems BaO CaO Slot. BaO-MgO- 
SiOt, BaO-SrO SiOi, which constitute the basis ol vitrccn,. 
phase of corundum, clinocustatite, and other varieties •■' 
lech,  ceramics.    Melt   mixts.   were pre|xl.  by fritting ,,( 
carbonate salts and pure finely-ground quartz, washed »u!, 
HO and having a particle site of «id u.    Addns. of electr.. 
corundum (contg. 98.5% AliOi) were incorporated in amti. 
of   10-60%.    Primary fusion  of the frits and secondary 
fusion with added AliOi were carried out in a Kilit furnace. 
ut 1450-1550*, for 7 hrs., the cooling proceeded either it. the 
furnace or in water.    Microscopic and x-ray methods wert 
used todct. the aim. of AltO| satg. the vitreous phase unrlrr 
varying conditions of tiring and cooling.    In fluxes of Hit 
BaO-CaO-SiOi system, 10-35% Al,0,cau be dissolved with. 
out scpu. of corundum crystals on slow cooling; in the BaO 
MgO-SiOi system, a region of vitreous phases has been de- 
lineated, which underwent crystn. with a 5-10% content of 
AliOi.   AliO. is slightly sol. in flux of the BaO-MgO-SiO, 
and of the BaO-SrO-SiO» system. J. J. G. 

Synthetic gems. Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheidean- 
stalt vorm. Kocssler (Gustav Jaeger and Frits Anreiu, in- 
ventors). Ger. 1.002,209, Kb. 14, 1957 (Cl. 12«, 0). 
To a powd. spinel or a mixt, of 07-77 parts AI:Oi and 3.1-23 
pans MgO, 0.6-5.0% metal oxides, e.g. CoO, l'"e,0.. CuO. 
Mi O,. CrtO,, MnOt, NiO, V.O.. TiO,, UiO,. or Bi.O,. are 
added. After pressing and sintering at 1400-1950*. clear 
colored products are obtained. Wilhelm Eschenbaeli 

The interactions in the N»,0 A1,0, MgO system at 
1200*. A. S. Gcrman-Calkina. Trudy Vttuyut. Afouca.- 
lttledmaUl. Alyumiti.-Alngn. /».«'. 1957, No. 40, 25-31.— 
The iuter:ieti..n of the components of a mixt- corresponding 
to the system N.ijO-AliOi MgO was studied under isother- 
mal conditions at l-ixi". M.its. of various compns. (hav- 
ing a ratio of N'a and Al oxides corresponding to Na aluini- 
natc (I) or spinel) were investigated. After 2 hrs. nf cal- 
cination the product« were analyzed. In the course nf 
calcination at 12110° nf inixts, corresponding to the NatO- 
Alid-MgO system hiving different amis, of Na,0, the 
latter reacted with Al,0, to form I. In mixts. with a 
stoichioiuelric unit, of Na-O for I, no spinel was formed, 
owing to the reaction nf replacement of MgO by Na,0 front 
the spinel. Spinel is formed in small aints. at 1000*, 
whereas at 12U0* the MgO is displaced from the spinel by 
NaiO. No ternary compels, were found in the investigated 
mixts.    Prom Kcjttat. Zkur., Mtl. 19SS, Abxtr. No. 11498. 

K. L.C. 
Liquid sintering of corundum ceramics. P. P. Budnilcov, 

I. A. Bulavm, and I.A. Zakharov (D. I. Mendeleev Cbesn.- 
Technnl. lnst., Moscow). Nauik. Üoklady Vysskti Skkoiy. 
Kkim. I Kkim. Ttkkuol. 1958. No. 1, 108-72. The depend- 
ence of the sintering of corundum ceramic» on the compn. 
and the quantity of the liquid phase formed in the calcina- 
tion process was studied. The fluxing struts used for the 
formation of the liquid phase were lake., from the svstcms 
CaO.SiOj.AliO, and CaO.BaO SiO, and were introduced into 
the mass in powd. form, which permitted a uniform process 
of formation of Ihe liquid phase. It is shown that during a 
sintering without crystn., 40% nf liquid phase is necessary 
in order to obtain corundum ceramics (with grain site from 
0 to 50 «) with a min. porosity, independently of the differ- 
ence in the compn. of the initial fluxing agents, in the cal- 
cination temp., and in the irmt. nf AliOi dissociating in the 
primary fusion. Tor higher values of the liquid phase, 
when the sintering is continued about 3 hrs., a swelling and 
a deformation of the samples occur, which are characteristic 
of the overfiring condition. A min. por.isity is attained in 
the case of coarsci-grained corundum (60-80 ») at a 45% 
formation of the liquid phase. At >45%, the filtration of 
the fusion from the sample to the bottom occurs. It is 
shown that in rigorously similar conditions, the rate of pptn. 
of the sample from the mass depends on the compn. of the 
forming fusion. In all cases the pptn. begins quite unex- 
pectedly, and during the first 10-20 mir., it takes phicc very 
intensely. The sintering rate of the corundum mass with 
different fluxing agents depends on the viscosity of the pri- 
mary fusion and the variation of the relative viscosity and 
the surface tention upon further soln. of AliO, in the fusion. 

lean Pkimondon 
Effect of the addition of barium oxide on the phase com- 

position of basic refrsctories. M. Grylicki and F. Nadac- 
howski. Pratt lnst. llutntczyck 10, 243-54( 1958XF.nglish 
and Russian summaries).—A phase equil. of the ternary 
system: 2flaO.SiO,-2CaO.SiOj-2MgO.SiOi (I) is studied, 
with particular emphasis on the binary systems 2MgO.SiO:- 
2B»O.SiOt, and 2CaO SiO,-2BaO.SiO,. BaO expclls CaO 
and MgO from their compds. and fo.ms 5 compds.: BaO- 
SMtO.lSiO,, BaO.MgO.SiOt, BoO.2CaOMgO.lSiO,, SBaO. 
SCaOASiOi. am". 2BaO.SiOi. A discontinuity exists in the 
»olid solns. of 2BaO.SiOt and 2CaO.SiOt. FeiOs docs not 
react with any phase of the system 2BaO.SiOr-2CaO.SiOr- 
2MgO.SiOi il there is an overdose of periclase, and combines 
only with MgO, forming a solid soln. MgO + MgO.FciOi. 
On the conlrarv, AWi partly forms a spinel MgO.AIiOi, 
and partly BaO.A.,0,. Ten combinations arc given of co- 
existing phases of the system MgO-BaO-CaO-SiOr-AliOi- 
FetOi with an overdose of free MgO. The aridn. of BaO to 
basic refractories increase« their re.p.: BaO.MgO.SiO« has 
a m.p. 130* and 2BaO.SiO, 300* higher than CuO MgO.- 
SiOi. By choosing a right combination, refractories m. 
1830* are obtained. L. G. Manitius 
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Miami nmUM b» r**cboo of chroma tftatai with 
magnesium oxide at high temperatures. L. I. Karyakin 
,rA K. N. Repcnko (All-Uuion Sci.-Reaearch Ir,st. Refrac- 
|..:ss, Kharkov), rrurfy 5-to\Pyaloio\ Soveskcha». Ekspti. i 
Ukh. Mineral, i Pttrtt-. Aiad. S.uk S.S.S.K., Intt. Khim. 
.VinlcMf. Lariupai 1956,382-W(Pub. 1958).—A study was 
uuilc of the reactions occurring upon heating of chrome 
■;.ii*ls ai high temps, with MgO. Chromite ore and the 
liirmuc spinelsepd. from it, with and without addn. of MgO, 
*uc heated to 1000,1800, and 1870* in an aim. of air and N, 
.ml to 1000* in an atm. of air. A microscopic examn. 
■!i»wul that with an increase in the temp, of heating the 
rum size of the chrome spinel and the no. of tiansparent 
jiJas increase. Samples were prepd. from chrome spinel 
kith the addn. of 5, 10, 30, 50, or 70% MgO, and were 
r>«JcJ slowly and rapidly. Microscopic, ehem., and x-ray 
bttbuds wert- also used in studying the alterations occurring 
upon heating chrome spinel wicn 4=4 without MgO. 30 
references. Gladys S. Macy 

Single crystals of Units* Paul M. Hamilton (to Monsanto 
Chemical Co.). U.S. 1,115,46* (Cl. 252-62.5), Dec. 24, 1963. 
Appl. June 22, 1950; 2 pp. BaO.OFijOi single crystals arc 
grown by slowly cooling a soln. of an FeiOi in molten BaClt from 
1200-1350* to room t.fnp. Crystal size varies from 0.2 » to 3 
nun. depending on the cooling rate. T. C. MacAvoy 

Tha interaction of chromite with magnesium oxide during 
[kiln! firing. S. M. Zubakov. Oencupory 25. 27i-8U 
(I'.WO); el. CA 50. (0301/, 10302», 53. 8560».—Results 
obtained in the study of the interaction of Saranovsk chro- 
mite ore* of the Kiropersafsk deposits with MgO in coarse 
and finely ground conditions at temps, up to 1700*, followed 
by slow cooling, are summarized. In the coarsel* ground 
mass (the chromite with 1-3 mm, grains and the periclase 
with 1-0 mm.) and at high temps., a diffusion process of ex- . 
change takes place. From the chromite grains to the peri- 
clase on the one band migrate Pe oxides and silicates, and 
from the periclase to the chromite diffuses MgO. Highly 
significant change* taking place during the firing are ob- 
served in mixts. of chromite with spinels, oxides, and sili- 
cates where the spinel has the formula nRO.RiOi.mR|Oi 
and the ratio of R,0.;RO lies within the limits of 1.109 and 
1.777. The diffusion of oxides from the coarse grains of 
chromite to the periclase proceeds with the formation in the 
reaction zone of a series of new compds.: inagncsioferrites, 
spinels of complex compn., forsterite, and glass. Out of 
contact with the grains of chromite, the periclase loses its 
light brown color and at the same time its n changes from 
>1.78 to its normal value. In the finely ground mass 
(grain size <0.06 ram.), the reaction goes nearly to com- 
pletion to form a sinter more chemically and mineralogically 
homogeneous than the chrome-magnesite products with 
their zonal structure and highly heterogeneous compns. 
The principal phases are (a) a modified chrome-spinel with 
a heterogeneous cryst. structure whose predominant com- 
ponents are the magnesian spinels MgO.CraO< and MgO.- 
AltOi, and large amis, of the Fe spinels MgO.Fc.Oi and FeO.- 
K,Oi: (b) periclase with the normal parameters of the cubic 
crystal lattice, but with variable ns New compds. formed 
arc (a) secondary spinels with the formula Mg, Fe* * (Fe*** 
+ Cr**\ AihO., from which is developed MgO. FeiOi, anal- 
ogous to the MgO.CrrOi and MgO.Al.O,, which arc the 
basic conversion products due *o firing of chrome-spinel; 
(») forsterite, and glass containing cryst. montecellite and 
mcrwinite, a Ca Mg orthosilicate. H. L. Olin 

Single-crystal synthetic garnets. James W. Nielsen 
(to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.). U.S. 2,957,»27, 
Oct. 25, 1900. From ,i 3-phase system consisting of PbO, 
FeiOi, and Y;Oi "garnets" are synthesized from a mixt, of 
PbO SO. Fe.Oi 70, and Y,0, .'1.5 g. (heated in a Pt crucible 
for 5 lirs. at 1.1.50°). Cooling at l-5°/hr. is recommended 
bc'orc removal from the furnace. Other oxides such as 
SinjOi, GdiOi, or EriOj can be substituted for YiQ». 
Crystals ranging from 1-10 inm. in size form. Prcpu. of 
SiniFciOn, Gdil;c»0„, YiFcJOu, and Er,Fc,Oi; is described; 
as weil as crystals of a YFe garnet contg. Ga substituted in 
part for the Fe. A. E. Alexander 

Some reactions it the Li.O-BsO,-AliOj system, with 
regard to the sintering of corundum in the presence of 
lithium boron flux. Miloslav Bartuika. Sdikuty 4,147-0-1 
(19C0).—Reactions between AI.O, and lithium-boron flux 
for sintering of AliOi in the presence of a liquid prn>c 
were studied Flux contg. 58.1% BiOt and 41.9% Li:0 
melts at gOOO*. When H|BOi is fused with corundum at 
a ratio 12.7% B,0,:87.3% AbO, a compd. 2B,Oi.9A1.0, 
is formed at 1200-50*. The compds. Li|O.AhOi and LU0.5 
AljQi are formed when LuCOi reacts with corundum at a 
ratio LiiO:AUOi up to 1:5. Spinel is formed partly from 
its components and partly by the secondary reaction be- 
tween LijO.AljOi and free Al,0i and it is enhanced by the 
presence -tf F". In the ternary Li:0-BjOi-AliOi system, 
consisting ««" 80% corundum and 20% Li-B melt, spinel 
LitO.SAlrOa is formed at 650* and the reaction is completed 
at 1000*. A small quantity of a byproduct 2BiOi.9AI.Oi 
is formed at >900*. The samples, pressed at 1130 kg./sq. 
cm., sinter 150* lower than would be apparent from tin- 
dehydration curve. The spinel is formed in hypidiomorphic 
crystals, free of pseudomorphoses of primary corundum. 
The study of the reaction between AltOi and the Li-B flux 
indicates that the LnO-B.Or-Al.O, system is not suitable 
as a model for the sintering study in 
the presence of fluxes.     ~   ,„  . „ C, Weiner 
Growth of single crystals of synthetic garnets, ferrites, and 

orthoferrites Western Electric Co. Inc. Brit. 912.799. Dec. 12, 
19(12, r.S. Appl. May 13, 1960; 8 pp. To the usual flux of 
PbO for growing singls crystals is added B.O.. This increases 
the soly. of the oxides from which the single crystals are formed, 
and thus increases the yield and the size of the crystals obtain- 
able. For mas. soly. and min. horate formation, 1 part BrOi 
to 10 parts PbO is used for garnet* and I te 20 for spinels and 
orthoferrites a., a,. La,,^.. 

Industrial spinels prepared by the reaction sinter process. 
Custl Strunk-Lichtenberg. Ferlstkr. Mtturai. iZ, 49-53 
(1901); cf. Meyer-Hart wig, Btr. Jeul. keram. Ges. 33, 85-91 
(105C).—Prepn. of solid solus, of the scries M(fAl,0«-Mg- 
Cr,0, is described, and a graph is given of the variation with 
compn. of the unit-cell sue in the series. 

Michael Fleischer 
Controlling the conditions of direction of crystallization 

in growing Y,F«.0„ crystal«. V. A. Timofeeva and R. A. 
Voskanyan. KrisloUatrafiya 6, 796-9(1901).—The possi- 
bility of control of the direction of growth of YjFe»Oi> 
crystals was investigated by thcrmographic studies of the 
system PbO-PbFj-Y>Fe1Oij. In 1:1 mixts. of PbO- 
Pl.F:. 409? Y,Fc,0„ dissolved at 1300°. Rapid cooling 
crystd. YjFe.Ou at 1100°, a layer of fine crystals was 
formed on the surface of the molten soln. A single-crystal 
layer of I might serve as ffcrystn. seed. A soln. suptrsatd. 
at 1200-80° by the addn. of Y,FesO,i to a satd. soln. 
cooled quickly by 30-40° formed a thin film of cryst. Y,- 
FCiO,,. Continuing cooling at the rate of 2-3°/hr. to 
1100° grew crystals only in the rhombic dodecahedron 
plane up tc 8-10 mm. I. Bencowitz 

Reaction kinetics of solid aluminum and magnesium oxides in 
the formation of spinels. Jan Hlavac (Chcm. Tcchuol. Hoch- 
schule, Prague). Proc. Intern. Symp. Reactivity Solids, 4tk, 
Amsterdam 1960. 120-37;Pub. 1901 j(in German). The reaction 
kinetics of the solid oxides were investigated at 950-1300*. The 
data followed the rate equation for diffusion in solids published 
by Serin and EHiclcson (CA 3S, 7782"). The activation energies 
were: a-AliOi 107 and y-AliOi 82 kcal./mol. The difference in 
the activation energies of a- and >-AI,Oi were explained on the 
basis of the different products formed in these reactions. The 
kinetics data of the reaction in the case of a simultaneous crystal- 
lography inversion of the > into the a-moditication deviated from 
the rat« law for diffusion« into spheres. No increase of reactivity 
was observed. Rudolf G. Fritter 

Method of growing barium titanate (ingle crystal* in 
potassium fluoride flux. Shigeru Waku (Nippon Tele- 
graph & Telephone Public Corp.. Tokyo), Kogyo Kagaku 
Ziushi 63, 2IKM-210()(I960). Crystals for matrix memory 
elements were grown from u I't crucible of about 840 cc. 
capacity. The no. of butterfly-type twins, the growth 
rate of the crystal plate in the a- and c-axis directions, and 
the uniformity of the thickness of the crystal plat.: were 
affected considerably by the heating conditions of the 
crucible during the melting period. The no. of suc'i twins 
and the growth rate in the direction of the • axil increased, 
for the same cooling rate, with increase in A7* between the 
bottom and top of ;he crucible and the fluctuation of temp., 
T.    In the c-axis direction, the reverse was true CA 
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Discussion oa tt« crystal growth cf bar mm 'ulanate single 
«y>Kal ID KF flux fusion. Shigeru Waku. *». Ehe. 
CMUMM. Loi. (Tokyo) 10- Nat. 1-2. 1-19(1962). Seals 
of buitrrüy iwi.is arc found in the residua, powders of 11a- 
T'iOi raw materials. The cause of (he ra,ml growth of (lie 
! I Hi I dendritr is the presence of a pair of parallel (111) (win 
piano closely spnecd. The existence oi (his pair of (111) 
(win planes was confirmed by or(hoscnpic observation under 
crossed Nicols in extinction position and ehem. etching of (he 
cross-section. Similarly, the cause of the rapid growth of '.!•« 
sinall-aagle butterfly twin is (he presence of a pair of parallel 
(111) twin planes parallel (o one of (he two 11111 twii planes 
of this '.win. Existence of this pair of (111) twin plan«.-« was 
confirmed by electron microscopy C. A. Pinkliaia 

Growth of yttrium almnianm tarnst single crystal*. R. 
C. Linares (Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, N.J.). 
J. Am. Ctnm. Sec. 48, 110-20(1962).—Single crystals of 
YIAI.OI, can be grown from molten PbO-xBrOi solns., where 
x is between 0 and 0.36 mole. The field of stability of Yr~ 
AUOii widens with increasing concn. of BrOt in the solvent. 
Fe can be substituted for various proportions of the Al. 

J. C. Tailman 
Growth of yttrium iron garnet from molten barium börste. 

R. C. Linares (Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill, N.J.). 
J. Am. Ceram. Sot. 45. 307-10(1902). Y.Fc.O.i Kämet can 
be grown from solus, of YiPe»0n and molten Da0.xB,Oa. 
This solvent system has low vapor pressure, low d.. and low 
corrosivencss. The ami. of Fe in the crystd .phase increases 
with the amt. of BrOi in the solvent. Ba may lie replaced 
with Na, K, Pb, Ca, and Sr; and BrOi may be replaced with 
VrO,. J. C. Tailman 

Growth of rsfractery otida single crystals R.C..Linares 
(Bell Telephone Lab.. Incorp., Murray Hill. N.J.). J. 
Appl. Pkyt. 33, 1747-iX 1902). Various refractory oxides 
can be crystd. from molten PnO-FbP« and BhOi-BiFi 
solns. The HuO-PbFt solvent hos-proved successful for the 
growth of liigli-iilumiiia compds. including Al garnets, rare 
earth or thinalnminates, spinels, magnctonlumbitc-tvpc alu- 
mi> ites, Al oxide, and the bivalent oxides BcO am.t MnO. 
The BiiOi-Bil'i system was used for the growth of the fcrrite 
GtiFeO*. The »«ability ranges oi these various compds. is 
discussed in add«, to problem« of doping and aitainment of 
large «ingle crystals. CA 

Growth of yttrium iron garnst on e nod from a molten 
aalt solution. R. A. Laudise, R. C. Linares, and E. F. 
Dearborn '.Bell Telephone Lab., Inc., Murray Hill, N.J.). 
J.Appl. Phys. 33, 1362-3( 1962). Y Fe garnet was crystd. 
on a seed crystal from molten BaO jrB,Oi, wh-re x is 0.61. 
Two methods were used: (1) slow cooling cf a melt in which 
a rapidly rotating seed was suspended, and (2) growth in a 
temp, gradient where excess Y Fe garnet was maintained 
in a hotter part of the system, and a rapidly rotating seed 
was susiwnded in a cooler region. The geometry of the fur- 
nace, crucible baffle, stirrcr, and circulator system required 
to produce controlled growth in each of these systems is de- 
scribed, and the nature of the rate-limiting step in each of the 
systems is discussed. The dependence of growth rale in the 
(U0| direction on stirring ra'.e, cooling rate, and solvent 
wt. is presented. Good quality growth with rates as high as 
80-75 mil/day was achieved in favorable case». CA 
Growth of single-crystal MgGa,0, spinal from molten PbO- 

PbF, solutions, toward A Giess (Thomas J. Watson Kcs. 
Cemcr. Yurktovm Heights, N.Y.). J. Appl. Phys. 33, 1.143 
(106:;). Single crystals weighing 1-2 g. each have been grown 
by a technique similar to that developed by Nielsen (C/l 55, 
43<-). The liest spinel-producing coinpn. is 12 mule r/0 MgO, 8 
Ga:Oi, 40 I'liO, and 40 I'bl-'i. Cryst. products are composed 
principally oi l'bjOFj, acicular Mgl'i, and octahedral MgG.i.O.. 
Molten solns. of MgO:Ca:Oi - 12:8 moles produced crystals 
with a 8.2U4 A. Solns. of MgO.GarOi - 8:12 moles yielded 
crystals with a 8.283 A. Liberty Casali 

Kinetic« of ths solubility of alaminurn in molten fluorid» 
salt». P. M. Shurygin, V. N. Boronenkov, and V. I. 
Kryukov. la. Vyukikh Uchebn. Zavedtnii, Tsvetn. Met. 
5, No. 3, 59-66( 1962). The rate of soln, of »-alumina as 
detd. by a rotating sample with equally accessible surfaces in 
molten fluorides is restricted by diffusion. The dilusion 
coeff. is of the order of 10~* sq. cm./sec. and changes with 
the compn. of the melt. Cryolite has the highest diflusion 
energy of activation of all the constituents of the elec- 
trolyte: Eo - 28,100 cal./mole. The Stokes-Einstein 
equation is not applicable for NaP A1F, melts, but i« suit- 
able for the system 3NaP.AIFi-CaP|.    17 reference). 

Evan N. Daviden «o 

iSiagla crystal» «f K.MW garnsts. orthofarritaa. and farritas. 
oseph P. Rerr.eik». (i:o Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.). 
S. 3,079.240 (CS. 23- 101), Feb. 26. 1963. Appl. May 13. !960; 

5 pp. Single crystals mf garnets, orthofcrriies, and ferrite» art 
grown in a aus comprising PbO and BrO». The garnets art 
M.M'.O... or M,MV>0,)i, M is yttrium or one of the rare 
el-meni» of at. no. l-.tween 62 and 71 or a mist, of these ran 
ehtnents with each other or Y; M' is trivalent iron or tnvalent 
v n mixed in part with Ga, Al, Sc, Cr, or Co, M' may in general 
be a trivalent metal. To prep, garnets, weighed amts. of M|0>, 
M'rO,, PbO. and BA (ratio of BrO, to PbO preferably 1:10) art 
heated at 1300* for 8 hrs., cooled at the rate of 2*/hr. to the 
resolution temp., the liquid is poured off, and the crystals re- 
maining in the crucible are permitted to cool to room temp, ia 
about an hr. The flux residue Is removed from the crystals by 
du. H NOi, and the crystals are washed with boiling water and air- 
dried at room temp. Thus prepd- were YiFctOu, Gd»Fe,Ot(, 
Gd.Ga.0,,. Yb.Fe.0,1, (Y.ErbVeA,. and Y,(G«4*Pe..«)0». 
The rare earth metal orthofcrrites and the ferrite* are preferably 
prepd. with a flux ratio of 1:20. Thus prepd. were YPeOi, 
LaFeOt. and HoPeO.. NiPerO,  MfPerO. and Mg(AI,Pe)0.. 

M. C. Huriet 
Growing crystals of corundum from solutions of motten It»? 

fluoride. V. A. Tiinofecva and R. A. Voskauyaii. Krulalto- 
yufiva 8. 2ftV6CIfW3). cf. CA 5«. 9M4». Tliv soly. of Al A 
in I'M-', increased from a friction of a percent .it KV»* to 40', 
at 12M0*. Crystals of corundum grown from.J'bF, at 12m) 13011* 
exhibited a pinacoid plane (0001) and 2 rhoinboliedr.il planes 
(1011 i and »2021). In the presence of CrA as an impurity the 
crystal was red colored. The pinacoid plane, growing at the 
slowest rai/;, absorbed most of the CrA. conrg. the color in the 
center of the crystal. In rapidly grown crystals 12-faccd pyramids 
perpendicular to the basal direction were clearly developed. 
Tliin plates, up to 1 sq. cm., formed from the vapor phase in 
the upiwr |>art of the crucible or on the cover. These were 
pin.« will planes, lioinogcueous, free of impurities, with an ideally 
even surface. GHJR 
' Corundum crystals. General Electric Co., Ltd. (by Eric 
A. D. White). Brit. 03S.3M, Aug. 28. 1963. Appl. Dee. 211. 
1960: 4 pp. A method of monufg. corundum crystals which 
comprises melting up to 88 mol. % of PbF, mixing in powdered 
AliOi, heating the mixt, to 1180-1300'' in a closed vessel which it 
evacuated during the heating process, cooling the voln. at * rate 
of 1-2* per hr. to the m.p. of I'bPtand thereafter more rapidly to 
room temp The mist, of PbPi and AliOi may be colored with 
chromate or dichrornate ions and may be seeded with a corundum 
crystal to produce relatively larger crystals. C. J. Anorga 

Role of P in growth of BeO single crystals.    S. B. Austerman 
(Atomics   Intern..   Couoga   Park,   Calif.).    U.S.   Al.   Kni-ni 
Cttmm. NAASR-8361.  Ili pp.dMU).    BeO single crystal» «et. 
grown in molteti I.i M.>0,-MoO, as solveni llux.    Addn. ■•! 1' 
to ;he liitv, in li.e inr»; ■■' l.il'O., up to several |HTeeiil CI.UMII 
unique crystal habit u.'uiincatious.    Tlic estellt ,.( ilu iiiialilica- 
tinlis ilepeuds on :lux e.miim., temp., anil 1' Coticn.    Gein r.iii.-ii 
of inclusions is markedly suppressed.    V content in crystals »a:. 
detd. 1>> tracer metluxls. Werner !{, L. ll.i.is 

Preparstion of crystsliint BiTiO. ingots from mei's in en *t- 
niocphert of oxygen.    K. V    llursian and N   I'. Smirnova (A. I. 
(,i-rwii Si,lie 1'niv.,  Leningrad).   Krtitalfagmßyii frfft), 799- 
■. ►l!»;:i/.    CryM. ingots of   BnTiOi were  lirejxl.  in  a s|KCi- 
l.vlaiill !>vKI0 furnace.    'I «e tendency to form a sincle er\ stal, 

•lurina s»»liilir«'ulioit of HaTiOi, itudcr a lu<;li letup, gradient, is 
; 'i.iiHtmced, an I, coiisequentty, ingots of large sizes are single 
irystais or. at higher rates of cooling, |Htlycryst.    The diuieiisioiis 
1,1 tin in^xts •■bt.iir   J (22 X X X I linn.) were limited by the ili- 
tiriisuiiis "i the furnace itself.    The suinplcs li.ul #   -    M.I   x 

., ^ . X I"' at a frequency of .ri0 cycles/sec. for an optimum field 
milage, E » 2.N kv    em   at 20*.    For low fields (0.1 kv./cm.), 
, .:.,n.iM'il \t\ 1 unler     The Curie |H>int was Ml.". ± 2*);  ilie 
..i.ueof < at this |H,iul in a weak field (0.13 kv /cm.) was equal «o 
'.Till.    The vol. eleelriH-oiiil. of Ihr ingot was of the K*HW order 
, tli, ceramics of the same compn. Jean I'latiiiiinloti 
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Preparatita of *i*f I« crystal* of yttriwn-u-M nnM is molt« 
YF« Pb?t MUM.    MUK Sato and Shumpri Hukuda (Toky* 
In«. Technol.. Japan). K«fy» X'yotai .V*t 71(1). Jt-HflfNl'li 
SiJy. ilala of YiOi in VF» were obtained by diffricntul tlicriuai 
analysis in Ar and those of PerO, in PbF, in air by clicin. analyv, 
of quench«! specimens Muts. N VrOi and FciO, «ere iliv 
solved in VPi-PbP, at i300 1350* and crystal» of the ««allce 
V-Fr pnwt, ViFcAi- were obtained by cooling the mln. al a 
rate of4- lf.*/hr. K. Vamasaki 

Garaet* James W. Nielsen (to Bell Telephone Ubora- 
t.«irs. Inc.). U.S. J.0I1.S40 (Cl in»-43). May 28, 1963. Appl. 
W 2a, IfUO: 2 pp. Division nf U.S. 3,080,407 (CA S7, 
I I.V.'u I. Single-crystal Ga V garnets arc prrpd. in a Pt crucible 
at *. mm*, by using a flue crnitg. PbFi and, in some cases, PbO. 
Small amis, of certain metal onirie», auch as Cr,0,, Co,0«, TiOi. 
Mil.i >,. SKI, or fV,Gi, arc added tn color the garnet. Thus, 24 
i V.ii,. |.H I?. GaA. I«' I I'bF,. Infl g. PbO, and 2.5 g. Cr,0, 
.1, healed -I hrs. at 125(1*, cooled at l'/hr. to 050*, then al- 
l..«..l t„riail to room temp. Contents are leached with a miit. 
•4 .111 UNO, and AcOH to dissolve the flu*. Ga/net crystals 
air »r-.il. R. D. Gillen 

Flu» growth ef chryioberyl aad alexandrite li. F. Farrell 
and J. II. Fang (Mass. Inst. of Tcchnnl., Cambridge). J. Am. 
Ctram .S#«. 47(iij, 274 I'M I'.Mi. Crystals of chrysubrry! (Air 
Bcf).; ill,i ml ak-saiiilrilr Alilii'O) Cr)(IIi were grown in lengths 
from II I to It) mm. hy tin- llux-inelt method. Suitable starting 
eonipiis. win-, fur I l'ltOiitI.6, Ali(h 1*1.7, anil IhO Hi.7 molr ',. 
for II l.i.MnO.. 4*1.4 MoO, 511.6, AI if), Cr 4.8, ami IM) 4.5 mole 
r'f. More work is required to produce large crystal« nf better cry v 
tallograpliic quality. J. C. I allman 

A new sariet of spinels of the aetenides of yttrium, scandiunv 
and rare earths. Michdine Guittard, Charles Souleau, ami 
Massen Karsam (Fac. Phar.-n.. Paris). Campt. Ktnd. 259(17',, 
2S47-9i 1öI»4H Fr). The formation of spinels of formula ML:Se„ 
where M is Mg, Mn, or Fc ami L is one of the r^re earths, V, ui 
Si*, was investigated. Contrary to earlier work on Ml<S. 
li'atric. tl al.. CA 60, 154II«), where Vb. Lu, and Sc were ... 
found to form spinels with all 3 M's, ami Tin with Mg and Mn 
only, no l'V spinels were found with Sc. Mg formed spinels wit!: 
all but Dy, Mr. only with Yb, Lu. and Sc. X-ray data show 
normal spinels with u - 0.380 * 0.003. S. Goldwassc- ' 

Growth of garnet User crystal*, kotiert C. Linares (I'erkin- 
Klmer C"rp.. X'orw.ttk, Conn.;. .Solid Statt Cnmmitn. k(H). 
22.) .'JI(l'.Hi4). Single crystals of gurnets, CiLCa.O,. ilj and 
\',ALf).; ill ■■ either pure or ilopeil with other rare earths aiul Cr. 
were grown l>y ii;e Cxnchralski techiii<|iie at rates of -Til uim./hr. 
Crystals oi I, IN mm, by 40 nun. long, were easily grown in air 
fr.,in Ir crucibles. Air-annealing at 14ä0* for 04 hrs., followed 
by cimlinfi to room temp, at liM)*/lir., allowed their fabrication. 
IZ w.is grown in Ar atm. to avoid I.- vaporization and annealed in 
Ar, vacuum, or an 0-gas atm. Crystals nf I anil of other Ga 
garnets when grown in Ar aim. were of poor quality, subject to 
severe cracking, ami full of cloudy inclusions. I melted coiigru- 
cntly in air at lS'-i° -c 25; however, in reducing or neutral (Ar) 
atm. it gave while fumes on melting, apparently due, to redn. "i 
Ga;0,. The garnets grown were generally very strong ami suf- 
fered no ultraviolet I'.auiage ihirin>; eseitalioit. Laser .irtion 
w.s oliservvd in the crystals of Gil.. „N.I. ,.('..i.O,. .it l.iN..'iJ a 
(air). The iusers exhibited very low thresh.>|i| ami low beam di- 
vergence. ('.. .Iruvamildan 

Growth defects in flux-grown rubie*.   K. R  Janowski, E. J. 
Stofel, and A. B. Chase (Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.). 
NASA Accession No. N64-316J5 Rept. No. AD 44S4o7.   Avail. 
CFST1, 22 pp.(1964XEng).   Rub/ crystals of exceptional opti- 
cal quality were grown from fluxes composed of Bi,0, + PbFt or 
BitOi + BiF».   Careful control of growth conditions was re- 
quired to minimize the no. of growth defects consisting primarily 
of dislocations, entrapped flux, and growth twins.   Slow growth 
rates coupled with the addn. of snail anus, of LarOt u e flux 
dopant were helpful in producing nearly perfect crystal».   Cr 
conens. up to 1% were incorporated into these crystals without 
adversely affecting their perfection.   Crystals up to 10 mm. in 
diam. having as few as 1-10 dislocations per crystal were typical 
of those produced under optimum growth conditions.    Under 
these  iame  conditions,  entrapped  flux  was  eliminated,  and 
growth twins were either eliminated or reduced to 1-3 twin 
boundaries per crystal.   From Sri. Ttck. Atroipaci Rtpt. 2(23), 
344RU964). TCSL 

Growth of oxide crystals by the flux method. Michael 
Srhciber (Harvard Univ.). /. ,4>n. Cera*. Sof. 47(101, 537-8 
(1964). Directions are given for the growth of large oxide 
crystals by the flux method, with emphasis upon the growth of 
Sm,Ga.0n by using PbO-PbF. as the flux. J. C. Tallman 

Flux growth. Ctochralsai growth, and hydrothermal synthesis 
of LiGaO, sufle crystal*. J. P. Remeika and A. A. Balimar: 
(Bell Telephone 1-ahv. Inc., Murray Hill. N.J.). Appl. Pkys. 
Lettin 5(9), lH0-l(l9(MXF.ng). Optimum condition* for 
growth from a fin» are given. C/.ochralski growth methods 
producing crystals * 1.9 em. in diam. and 5 cm. long are ih-srritxil. 
Hydrothermal growth of I.iCaOi by using aij. solns. nf LiOH and 
NaUH as the solvent yields larger single crystals. 

P. V. Cheney 
Substitution of ahami—m and gallium in »tag!* crystal yttrium 

■rea gamete. Robert C. Linares (Perkm-Elmer Corp., Nor- 
walk. Conn.). /. Am. Ccrom. Soc. 48(2), 68-70(1965). Single 
crystals of Y-Fc garnet with substitutions of Al and Ga were 
grown from fluxes by both the slow cooling and the gradient 
technique. Crystal!; grown by alow cooling were badly segre- 
Cttcd with respect to Al and Go contents, whereas gradient- 

grown crystals were very uniform. The gradient method per- 
mits holding the substitution coefl. of the substituting ion const, 
by keeping growth at a const, temp., by satg. the flux with re- 
spect to both the substituent and Pe, and by keeping an excess 
of nutrient of the desired compn. J. C. Tallman 

Growth of rare earth ach—lite« by taw flux method. Michael 
Schieber (Harvard Univ.). /awrg. Cktm. 4(5), 762-3(19o5; 
(Eng). By using the phase diagrams previously detd., rare 
earth ecaeehte single crystals were grows in Ft crucible* by cool- 
ing from the annealing temp, at 0.5*/hr. The following crys- 
tals were grown: SrMoO«. transparent, unit ceil vol. 343.031 A.; 
Sr,.,Gd5.,MoO„ yellow shade. 333.08C; Sru.,F.u„.,MoO,, dark 
purple. 332.234; N'tw4PTt.iMoO«, deep green. 325.509; NV»- 
Tm,.,MoO„ yellow shade. 303.39»; .W.Uy...MoO„ light green, 
307.455; Na,.iDy..lTcO«. yellow green, 3I9.K11, Li,.iUy,.,Te01, 
yellow green, 309.372; and LUiUy(.tMoO,, green shade, iSW.'Jlö. 
Charge cciupeiisation in the Sr-Gd and Sr-ICu materials is ob- 
tained by lower valency of Mo. The vol. contraction of the 
scheelite crystal increases with the at. no. of the rare earth ion. 

A. Lefflcr 
Single crystal growth of transition metal oxides from poly- 

tungstate fluxes. W. Kunnmann (Brookhaven Natl. Lab. 
Upton, X.Y.), A. Fcrretti, R. J. Arnott, and D. B. Rogers 
J. Phyi. Chcm. Solids 26(1'), 311-14(l*i5XKng). Single crys- 
tals ii M'^CriOj, M^FesOi, where M" is a transition ior 
alk. cnrr.(i) ion, and the garnet YtFctOu were grown from the llux 
system (1 - »).\.i:W:0,-.vXa:WO,, where 1 2 x ä 0. In 
ailth:., »ingle crystals of the system Coi^Vi-jO, (where 1 ä 
t 2 0) were pre|>d. by electrolysis of CoO — ViO, inixts. dis- 
solve-d in a suitable Xa polyungstate flux. The phase bound- 
aries present in the CoCr,0«-Xa,W,07 — N'aiWO, system were 
detd, and a general discussion is made of a soln. process for 
transition metal oxides in a Xa pyrotungstate flux that is formu- 
lated upon Lewis acid-base theory. KCK1I 

Composition diagrams for crystal growth from molten oxides. 
M. Schieber (Harvard Univ.). /. Inorg. Xucl. Client. 27|.'jJ, 
,ri,'sl-7(H)0ö)(Kug). Compn. diagrams showing approx. boun- 
daries in which various crystals can be grown were deld. in 
•iveral systems nr several heating temps. These systems in- 
clude MoOi-GaiOr-CmjOi, PbO/PbFr-GaiOr-SmjOi, PbO/Pb- 
Fr-FciOr-SmA. B,Or-FeiOr-LitO, and MoOr-GdjOr XaiO. 

RCJX 

Van Uitert, L. G. , Grodkiewicz. and 
Dearborn, E. F., "Growth of Large Op- 
tical-Quality Yttrium and Rare-Earth 
Aluminum Garnets. "   T- of The Amerira_n. 
Ceramic Society, Vol. 48, No.  2, 
February 1965. 

.»r, improved ftux consisu.-.i o: ?bO-Po?; and 
3.0] Wi3 developed for the growth of garnets. 
Rire-earrh alu:iiinum garnet crystals weaning 
in excess of 100 g and mocifieo yttrium aiur.'..'- 
nuni garnet crystals waighin.-; up to 60 g were ob- 
tained using this flux. LJ„^ contamination 
was reduced to noncritical levels in these crys- 
tals by working with large excesses of Al.Oi fa 
the melt. Excellent optical quality h-s been 
produced as indicated both by visual examination 

•nd by outstanding laser performance. 
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